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 ABSTRACT
Information Theory Inference, better known as the Maximum Entropy Method, is used to
infer the lateral density distribution inside the earth. The approach assumes that the earth consists
of indistinguishable Maxwell-Boltzmann particles populating infinitesimal volume elements, and
follows the standard methods of statistical mechanics (maximizing the entropy function). The
GEM l OB spherical harmonic gravity field coefficients, complete to degree and order 36, are used
as constraints on the lateral density distribution. The spherically symmetric part of the density
distribution is assumed to be known. The lateral density variation is assumed to be small compared
to the spherically symmetric part. The resulting information theory density distribution for the
cases of no crust removed, 30 km of compensated crust removed, and 30 km of uncompensated
crust removed all give broad density anomalies extending deep into the mantle, but with the density
t contrasts being the greatest towards the surface (typically ±0.004 g cm- 3 in the first two cases and
±0.04 g cm-3 in the third). None of the density distributions resemble classical organized convec-
tion cells. The information theory approach may have use in choosing Standard Earth Models,
but, the inclusion of seismic data into the approach appears difficult.
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The problem addressed l-tm,1% hiferrint via Information theory the latenal density variation
inside the earth from the ohscried external anomalous itravity field, Information (kory is used
b'Caitse it is the least subjective wity to deal with inverse problems (Wilerlein, 1971), `file inotiva-
t.ion for this study is Cite relationship o f t..lie lateral d ensity vtrriation to tectonics and convection.
The mittire of the problem is the following. The lateral density vttriatloii inside tite earth
itencratcs the cibservecl gra^yity tntctival es, I hice information about (lice liltcrtd clensity variation
is provided by examining the anomalies, llowever, tit(, observed gravity anomalies cannot be
Inverted to recover the actual density variafion, The problem is nonturitlue; there are an infinite
number of density distributions witielt can generate the observed gravity field, ` bis is rnifortunate,
shire it is desirtible to know the lateral density variation, especially with regard as to how it relates
to tectonics and convec(ion (Phillips acid Lumbeck, 1980).
`nic nonmtitlueness can be dealt with by various approaches in order to obtain Insight Into the
physics of file earth, Of these modeling is by far the most c:oritmon approach, floe extra assmup»
tions are Introduced until the solution to the problem becomes unique, hula (1903), for instance,
assumes that tite shear strain energy of the mantle, is liiininlizcdl This key assumption, and ether
mitior odes, togatlter with this constralits of the observed gravity field tictermine a unique lataiil
density variation, l'liillitis trod ,anibeck (1981) review many .papers which use modeling. Another
approach is the Backus-Gilbert method (Backus and Gilbert, 1907, NO; Parker, 1977), which
studies till possible solutions consistent with (lie giveai Chita, This study is called tbe geophysical
invocap problem (Backus and Gilbert. I967, p, 249). "i".lact Oackus-Cjilbeett method has been used
extensively in seismology (e&, Jordan and Franklin, 1971), Burkliard and Jackson (1976) apply
the mcthod to gnavity data. nere tare also other approaches to data ► Inversion; sec, e.g., Parker
(1977), Satbatier (1977), and references contained therein,
Tho ►► pproach to the lateral density variation used here Is that of information theory (Jaynes,
1957, 1963, 1967). This .approach is commonly known its the Maximum Entropy MONA, or
MEN for short. A better mmic would be Information Theory luf4rence (ITI for short), since
Information theory is its basis and tine name avoids contt ►sion with thermodynamic entropy
(BuWrlein, 1971, pp. 47 3-478). It will he called ITI hare,
ITI is at probabilistic approach to nonuniclm ►less. Mach passible answer ( labelled i) to it non-
unique problem is assigned it probability 1' I
 that it is the correct answer, The probabilities i'I are
assigned numerical values sea as to maximize Shantnon's (1'948) Information measure
Ml	 Z I'ih t Pl
	(1)
subject to the constrtdnls of the known data, MI in (1) stands for "Missing Infornintio ►n," i,c„
tte amount of info .rr►union needed to deter m ine which answer is correct ( Buierlein, 1971, p, 64).
In practice the expectation value of the desired unknown quantity is 4,6( n as the inferred answer
to ate problem, 'Th.0 information theory approach thus provides it solution to what will be called
the geophysical inference problem: picking one answer out of it number of possible miswers as the
most likely to be true. ITI may hence be regarded its a complementary method to the Backus
Gilbert method (Gull and Daniell, 1978), which investigates the geophysical inverse problem.
Tice rationale for usitng ITI is that it picks the "best" answer, dictated by the information at hand,
out of the many possible answers, ` :'Best" here means "least subjective," Le, the number of
^i
unconscious assumptions in til ►oosiu ,g all 	 is minimirc'd (Tribes and Rossi, 1973), See
Baierlein (1971, pp, 11 .89) for an excellent introduction to ITI.
r
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rITI (or MIM) has been used wit It great success in several different fields. One is statistical
mechanics (Jaynes, 1957, Tribes, 1901; Katz, 1967, and Baierlein, 1971).. In fact, (1) is the
entropy function of statistical mechanics. The only difference between iTI and statistical mech-




applied to a wide variety of problems, and not just to statistical inecha ►nics. It has been so applied
to spectral analysis (Burg, 1967, 1968, 1972) and to radio brightness maps of the slay (Gull and
r Daniell, 1978), In solid ea rtIt geophysics ITI has been :applied to the spectral analysis of polar
motion (e.g,, Smylie et at., 1973; t raber, 1976), and to (lie radial density distribution of'the earth
(Rictsch,1977, Rubineam, 1978, 1979, Graber, 1977) and of the plamets (Koyama, 1979).
The present work is an extension of Rubincam (1979). 	 to the lateral density variation, ITI is
used to infer the lateral density structure, based on time spherical harmonic coefficients of the
gravity field amid on sail assumed spherically symmetric density distribution (also called the radial
density distribution). The gravity field. coefficients are those of GEM I OB (Lerch et a1., 1981),
complete to degree and order 36. The hydrostatic equilibrium bulge is subtracted out of the
R = 2A in = 0 terms using the hydrostatic cmi'licients of Na:kiboglu (1979). Also subtracted from
the 0 Cart 100 terms when the need arises are the gravity field coefficients of a crustal model.
Two different crustal models are used; one a 30 kin-thick isostaticaaily compensated crust and the
other an isostaticidly unconipensated crust, also 30 kin thick, Carl Wagner supplied the spherical
harmonic coefficients for these models (Wagner, private communication, 1976), Both sets of
coefficients tare complete to degree and order 36. The radial density distribution is the average
structure Parametric Earth Model (PKM) of Dziewonski et at., (1975). Further, the earth is assumed
to be a sphere and that the aaterat densityvariation is Small compared to the radial density distribu-
tion.
The principal results are as follows. The int:ormation theory density distribution can be
written as a spherical harmonic expansion, The equation for the density variation is similar in form
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to that of tine equation which gives density contrasts clue; to lateral temperature differences.
For the cases where no crust or the 30 kill thick comimisated crust is removed the density con-
trasts are greatest near the earth's surface and have typical magnitudes of :t0.004 g cm7 3 , The
density contrasts are also greatest near the surfaace for the case of 30 kill of uncompensated crust
removed and are typicaally as Tractor of 10 larger than in tine two other ceases, In all three ceases tine
density contrasts decrease with depth but significant density anomalies still extend deep into the
mantle, None of the three density distributions look like classical convection patterns, i.e.,
organized cells with Columns of low density where material is rising and columns of high density
where material is sinking. No attempt has been made in any of the cases to compute stresses or
stress-differences.
DERIVATION Of TIIC INFORMA1CION T.HEORY
DENSITY DISTI IBUTIO14
The information theory density distribution is derived front
	 t'ollowing considerations,
It is first assumed that the data consist of the known values F,, for Q integrals of'the forma
P 	 p(i) 1 q` ( ) dv,	 1, 2,
V
where p(r) is the earth's density distribution, fq (r) is a function which depends oil 	 r
inside the earth, dv is it volume element, :and V is tite volume of the earth. Examples of integrals
of this form are the mass and moment of inertia of the earth. The gravity field coefficients also
have dais foram, since they call 	 written (Phillips and Lambeck, 1980, p. 30)
fVP(l) r, VRaaai (0,x) (lv (3){'+h) Mr d
where CRml Clan and CR1a12 SR ,,, are the normalised coefficients of degree R and order in,





with D being colatitude and X longitude. I1l i, and a,,, 	 the mass and radius of the earth, respec-
tively. Obviously in this case F (I = C'l',nl and
^► 	 t^ ^'^^mI^Q,^)
	
`l	 (:N+ 1) M t: cr1
The next consideration in using 1'ft is to set lilt tile ea rth inweis which constitu te till' var ious
possible answers to the problem, The task is then to choose the "best" model based oil the data
of the form (2)• The s.arth models are set up as follows: the earth is divided up into infillitesitilal
cubes, all with equal volume dv = kIxdydz, finch cube is labelled with the running subscript j.
The position vector from the center of th e cardi to the jth cubs: is rj , `fhe cubes are populated witli
indistinguishable particles of iilass m. C.ach earth model 1 has nji particles in the jth cube where
till is an integer >0. "riie density o:f file earth at position ►i ill the i th model is thell p i(rj ) ^ njl mydv.
The integrals (?) for each earth model i become the sums
n•im
Pq =	 +	 rq(rj) civ = tit :S nji I'q rJ	 (5)
The expectation values
.Fq >	 Pi Fq l	 (Ct)i
are assunied to constitute the observed values of F,, where Pi is the probability that the ith model
is in fact the correct model.
The problem so formulated is analogous to the standard statistical mechanics problem of
determining the population iumbers of indistinguishoWe particles followin g Bose-Einstein statistics
using the grand canonical ensemble (Rubincani, 1979)• (Indistinguishable particles are chosen.
i
since the interchanging of particles does not effect the density distribution, which is the topic
k




(Morse, 1969, pp. 316»319; Reif, t 965, pp, 346.349). (1) is maximized subject to the const raints
of the data (6) and E I'l - 1:
IN, I in Pi +cv 0 2P, +CY 1 I'l1.1i+,..+nQ —,, I'r4ol1.0
=a 1;^
where a 03 , .. , aQ
 are Ugrange multipliers, yielding P i = exp(E nor i)Jz, where
e
Z = el ^a0
 = T exp ( a  1'qi)	 (7)
is the grand partition function, using (5) in (7) gives
Z = E CXp I(XI am)i ft (rj ) , . , + A O n)i fp ( )^	 (8)
for Z, Where nvx q has been redefined as aq
 - Note that the partial derivative of the logarithm of
(8) with respect to a i fl (i ) gives
ahlz	
nJ!. exp 01 En.f1 (r,)+,,,+n
	
11 fr)
(^l fa (rj ))	
^t .
=F. nji Pi = °C11j>	 (9)
which is the expectation value of the number of particles in the cube alt position rj . This result
will be used shortly.
If there are no limits to the number of particles occupying each cube, then (8) can be factored




Zi = E exp (h f l (rj )+, ..+aQ fQ ( j)^ 
nj)	 (10)nin 0
But this has the form E" x11 , which is equal to 1 /(l —x). Hence (10) becomes
nR0
l
Zi = 1^exp [	 ).;,...+aQfQ(ri)1	 01)
Therefore
1	 (12)
by (9). If it is now assumed that <ni > G< 1, so that the Bose-Einstein statistics pass over to
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (Reif, 1965, p. 3522 Morse, 1969, p, 329), then the exponential
term in the denominator of (12) is much greater than 1, and (12) simplifies to
t^j .>	 eatl^t^J)+,.. haQPQ( j)
Multiplying this by m/dv and dropping the subscript i gives the expression




as the information theory density distribution. This is a most important result: it gives the form
of the information theory density distribution for particles following Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics
where the constraints on the density distribution have the form (2). The variance of the distribu-
tion is discussed in Appendix A.
The m /dv appearing in (13) is a troublesome factor. No commitment has been made either to
the value of in or dv, and there seems to be no clear guidance on how to choose their values. As it
turns out, this problem may be avoided by absorbing the factor into the spherically symmetric part
of the density distribution, as shown nomt.
7
The task now Is tosimplify ( l3). This involves two assumptions: first, that ft (r) pertains




Athf (cli.4,+a f (C^	 -► 	 -a
e	 ^'	 ss 1 +a^f2 (r)^« +aQ fQ«,(r)
where the fz (r), « , . , fQ Cr) are the appropriate functions (4) for the gravity field (i.e. tiae
anomalous density variation Is small coanipared to the radial density.) With these two assumptions
(1 3) becomes
-►
P1 (r)	 . aza cCXVl(r) l + 	
Y n,i(t?rI^)
a dv	 ami QW)MraR^
which may be written
aRrni pcC1) r^ YQani(Q=^)pa(r)^pp(r)+ E (	 (14)




with pc (r) being the spherically symmetric part of p(r) and where subscripts Rmi have been
substituted for subscript q. Obviously taking fa ( r) to be
fa(r*)= 1 In [po(r)dvjm,l
as
8
results in (1 S). This is artlticial, to be sure; no value 1^, in (2) is known for the earth where f j (r)
has the form given above. However, it has two advantages. the troublesome factor mPdv disap-
pears, and any desired pp(r) can be used in (14). The po(r) for the earth is known to a Idgh degree
of accuracy from other data: It cannot differ greatly from the PEN p c(r) of Dziewonski et al.,
a	 (1975). hence it will be assumed here that the integral E, is known for the earth where f i (r) is
given by the above equation, in or der to use t)ziewonski et al.'s (1975) motel density distributioli,
All that remains to find the information theory density distribution is to evaluate the aRinl
using the gravity field coefficients. The raw gravity field coefficients given by (2) will not be used,
however, for two reasons. The first reason is that the contribution of theearth's Hydrostatic
equilibrium rotational bulge to the gravity field must be subtracted out. The second reason is that
the ,gravity field of the cruri Avust also be subtracted from the coefficients when a crustal model
is used; In this case the gravity field data become
n	 Ccrt	 Ck	 -fir•,
CRol ^ CROt ° CRot _ CQol
for the R = even, m Q, i = l terms and
Cl Rt	 CR
CR ►►ti s CRmi - 
CR
n►
for the other coefficients. The superscripts CEM, HE, and CR stand for "Goddard Earth Model,"
"Hydrostatic Equilibrium," and "Crust" respectively. Actually only the t : ? and R = 4 hydro-
static equilibrium coefficients commuted by Nakiboglu (1979) for Driewonski et al.'s (1975)
PEM will be used hcre, the higher degree hydrostatic equilibrium terms are assumed to be zero.
Strictly, these terns should be included, but their computation is difficult and the error in ignoring
them is probably small. All of the crustal terms tip to and including degree and order 36 will,




Substittiting (14) for p(r) attclR,ni for Cen,i Into (2) to evaluate tits aR,ni yields
	
pt(R)'po(R) [I +RE at CRml RR Y>imi(0,X)]	 (16)
as the information theory density distribution, where the
at m	
(?1t+1) 
PL- _ _	 (17)
3 0 po ( R) R2 R+2 dR
n
are found by using. the orthogonality properties of the YRnti(0,X), where the earth is assumed to
be a sphere, and where the variable r has been replaced by R = r/alt for convenience so that
0 < R < 1. Also, PC is the average density of the earth and ar = 6371 kilt is the radius of the earth.
Ru, Is the radius of the sphere in which the unknown density distribution to be inferred resides
(the subscript u standing for "Upper.") For example, R U = 1 if no crust is stripped off the earth
and R U
 6341/6371 if a 30 kin thick crust is stripped off, The integral in the denominator of
(17) call be evaluated analytically, since Dziewonski et al. (1975) break up the earth into eight
shells, with p b (R) being given as a polynomial in R in each shell. Table 1 gives the b R resulting
from this computation for R U
 = 1 and for RU
 = (341/6371,
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STUDIES
The fundamental equations of this paper are (16) and (17). What they give is, in a sense, the
broadest possible density anomalies; snore localized anomalies are not warranted by the data.
Some general features of these equations should be noted before examining specifics density distri-
butions.
The information theory density distribution p t (r) (the subscript I standing for "Information




 pQm^-(R) YRmi(0,X)	 (18)
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where
apt E pRmi(R) YRnhi(d,X), pRnhl(R) " 6RCRnhl RRpo(R).	 (19)
Note that Apt changes discontinuously when po(R) does, Also, (16) tins a form similar to that
of the equation giving a density variation due to lateral temperature differences (e,g, Phillips and
Lanibeck, 1980, p. 32).
p - po [ i •-a(T—To) I
	
(20)
Here a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, p o
 and To are the reference density and reference
temperature, respectively, while T is the temperature, (The reason (16) fans this form is due to
the assliniption that AP, is small compared to p o( R)). So (16) is consistent with the idea that the
density anomalies are due to lateral temperature differences-but does not necessarily imply that
the anomalies are so caused.
It should further be noted that there is no point in computing the power spectrum of the
anomalous potential s (AU) (e,g. Phillips and Lambeck, 1980, equation 11) generated by the
density distribution (16), since the fi^1d coefficients are the given data, which (16) automatically
satisfy. Moreover, the information theory density distribution (16) does not have a white noise
spectrum, which Lambeck (1976) (see also Phillips and Lanhbeck, 1980) found will reproduce the
observed anomalous potential spectrum (ix. Kaula's11967) rule-of-thumb). Instead the nforma-
tion theory density distribution p h(R) concentrates the density anomalies towards the earth's
surface, clue to the RR behavior of pRm i( R) and the RZ behavior of S Q in (19). (The 22 behavior
may be seen by substituting Tr for po (R) in 07) mid evaluating the integral.) Also, it is clear from
(19) that the lower degree anomalies are spread more evenly throughout the earth than the higlher
degree anomalies. This concentration of density anomalies towards the surface is in contrast to
the findings of the Monte Carlo studies of Kaula (1977) and the mass-point studies of Lowrey(1978),
1I
who indicate that the anomalies may increase with depth. Uxiewonski et al, (1977) and Julian and
Sengtipta (1973), among others, also indicate that large anomalies are to be found deep within the
mantle on the basis ofseisntic travel time studies. The statistical gravity study of Khan (1977),
however, places most of the anomalies in the upper mantle, The seismic studies of Romanowicx
(1979) and Cara (1979) and others show considerable upper mantle lateral structure, while the
analysis of satellite-to-satellite tracking data by Marsh et al, (198 1) indicates that most of the
gravity anomalies in the Pacific clan be explained by lithospherie sources,
It should be mentioned that the demwity anomales given by (16) and (17) are not confined
to the crust and mantle, but extend into the core as well. To exclude them front the core the lower
limit of the integral in (17) would have to be replaced by R ►, (the subscript L standing for "bower"),
where R. = 3485,7/6371,0, the radius of the core being 3485.7 km, In practice excluding the
density anomalies from the core makes little difference in the resulting density distribution for the
crust and mantle, Finally, the boundaries where p o ( R) changes discontinuously are assumed to be
spherical, so that th ,are is no possibility of density anomalies arising from bumps on these bound-
aries in the manner of Hide and Horai (1968) and McQueen and Stacey (1976), fot example.
The above constitute the general remarks on the information theory density distribution.
Specific examples are discussed next,
A computer program was written to produce maps in order to examine specific information
theory density distributions,"` All of the maps are based on the GEM 1 OB gravity field (Lerch et al.,
1981). The GEIK 1OB field is based on satellite, surface gravity, and GEOS-3 altimetry data. Since
GEM l OB is complete to degree and order 36, the limit of resolution is about 5 degrees of arc, or
about 550 km on the earth's surface. All of the higher degree terms (Q > 16) are assumed to be
meaningful, although Phillips and Lambeck (1980, p. 44) warn that these terms may largely be noise,
*See Appendix B fora listing of the program,
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Plate 1 shows the density vliriation Ap t
 given by (19) overiiud oil
	 global tectonic and
volcanic ilethity I1111p of Lowman 0980. 'Wile density varillIlot) is givell on 'tile sul'Alee of it sphere
with radills 0308.0 kill, It is lit this depth. 3 km that the oceans leave off and the lock sul'l'tlee
begins lit
	 et al.'s (1 1)75)1 1M. No enlist has heels stripped oft. The interval between
contour lines is 0.002 R em'3 . This map looks quite similar to the Cllaill IOB f vo-air gn.wity anomaly
mall (S. hlosko, private communication, 198ft It shows such typical reattim's its the ton gs lit
lludsoll Day, Feluloscandia ,,lcl some or the lthyssal plains (e.S„ Somali, I latteras)s tultl llighs at
sollic. slow-Illovillt occaNl ridges (e.g., htid-Athin(le, Southwest Indian Ocean), suhcluction Tones
(c^.., )^i^.N°ti^t^llile, ^t'oil ii»herNUacfe^^), anci hot she ►ts (e.g,, llawaii, lVelaild), lien", for qualitatively
relating density llncl tectollies, similar to relatl1% gravity to lectonies its clone by Kailla (1972), it
t'ree-air gravity anoillilly mNlh might Just its well be lised.
The olap shows rgions of artiric ill densities, duce to tile assuil ► ption that ille earth is it spliere,
tale topography has beell flattened. So at the Mid-Atli ►ntie Ridge south of icclond, for exa ill ple,
the e fticxt or topography more than eliilvels the effect ofthe low density NiltOrial ►Npweiling beneath
the ridge (assuming Ow basic validity of plate Getonles), producing it positive anomaly (T.anlheck,
1972) and hence tilt artificially high density.
Plate' shows the density distribution at, 30 kill depth (r in 0341 bill), where 30 kill of iso-
statically 1111COi l pensated crust has heels stlipped off the carth (giving essentially the Rougu 1,
allonlaties), The interval be tween contour lines is 0,0 S ens" l . Note that It gives long densities lit:
some subdoction pones, l^enicly tab (' l ie Andes, for example, completely erases the positive anontillag
of Plate 1, so .that low densities prevail. There is no sign of ii lvgh density stibducting slit!) (which
is probably too small to be seen In any case with the resolution employed_ bore).
Fiskires 1. 2, and 3 show apt oil a plane which slices through the center of the earth in the
quiltorial plane for the vises of no crust removed, 30 kill ofisostatically coillpensated eriist removed,
and 30 .kilt of isostatiloully uncompensated mist removed, respectively. Tito equatorial plane was
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chosen because it illustrates typical features of such slicks, pills one atypical feature which appears
Ill Figure 21.
Ail three figures illustrate it remark made earlier, that the information theory density snout-
aliei extend decli into the earth, but the greatest density variation occurs near the surface, This
is ill 	 agreement with Arkani-i tuned's (1970) minhouni shear strain energy density
distribution, but his density altiortialies tare much larger than those shown here. The figures also
Show regions where Ap t changes sign with depth. "rills Is also in qualitative agreerlient with
Sancliez's (1950) density distribution which mhihWz4-s the sum of the mauitle shear strain energy
talus gravitational potential energy. Tile size of the density variation shown ill figures I and
is in fair agreement with Stuaelaez (1980). however, the density distribution across Sanchex's (1950)
Mice tllroalgla tl1e equaatoriatl plane looks frothing like those shown iii the figures. It should be
mentioned that the minianuni energy solutions of Kaula (1963), Arkani- launed (1970), anti Sanchez
(1980) give nonhydrostaatic stresses which probably exceed the finite strength of the mantle, itdi-
ca► ting that tlae assumed elastic theology is unrealistic (Lai ►tbeek, 1976, p. 6333), The alternation
of the sign of Ap t with depth is also ill
	
agreement with Lewis acid Dormant (1970), who
used a conaiaauni pations theory approach to the relation of density to topography,
Tie information theory density distributioris shown Ill 	 1 to 3 clearly tend to form
"pockets" of high and low density extending downwards from the surface. `here is net obvious
convection pattern shown ill 	 of the figures. None of them show what loot: like classical con-
vection hells; that is, organized columns of low density material moving upwards ant; colunins of
high density material moving downwards. Pockets which slant tit an angle to the local norinal
(such as the low density resion alt 305 degrees east longitude: shown in Figure: 2, for example)
look like they might indicate some sort of horizontal as well its vertical motion of material. alit
closer examination of the re gion around such features generally reveals that there are other pockets
of similar density slanting, towards thein (as is obvious with the two low density dockets between 60
r
i4
and 90 degrees east longitude shown in Figure 1, for example) which are not contoured. Hence
the apparent ""rnptia ►i'" is probably an artifact of the contouring process,
Tile one atypical feature mentioned earlier is the high density "blob" located at 285 degrees
east longitude shown in Figure 2. Closer examination of this feature shows that it is a "tuba" of
high density material connecting the Peru-Chile Trench with the Middle America Trench, This
feature is atypical in that the greatest density contrast occurs beneath. the surface, while with the
pockets the greatest density contrast occurs at the surf ace of the sphere inside which the density
distribution is inferred,
Figures t and 2 are quite similar to each other, The reason for this is that the removal of is
30 kni-thick isostatically compensated crust affects mostly the high degree spherical harmonic
terms, And not the low degree terms considered here. The density distribution shown in figure 3
E
is of course dominated by the removal of tlae uncompensated topography, and not the OEM I OB
graavity field,
If the density mionaalies offigures I and 2 are assumed to be due to lateral temperature
variation, then typical temperature differences of 100 K are required, assuming a in (20) is about
3 X 1V K' t (c,g„ Phillips and Lambeck, 1980, p, 53). The temperature differences roust be
about a factor of 10 greater to explain the density anomalies of figure 3, assuming the same value
for a.
Maps showing the density distribution with the degree of the gravity acid crustal Fields restricted
to R < 16 Also give pockets similaar to those Shown in the figures. Hence it appears that the qualita-
tive behavior of the information theory density distribution will not change if terms of higher degree
(R > 36) than those considered here are included in the fields.
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DISCUSSION
One question which arises is which of the three density distributions considered here is to be
preferred, Obviously till., one !it 	 no crust is removed is over abstracted: no account is taken
of the tope",raphy. So it is not the preferred density distribution. The density distribution in which
30 kill of laricompensated crust is removed has intriguing consequences for the deep structure of
continents (e.g., Jordan, 1975; but sea* Anderson, 1979): very sleep indeed, However, the geo-
physical evidence favors the density distribution in which 30 kill of compensated crust Is removed;
so it is preferred. But it is not ideal-. it -.assumes that the topography is isostaaticaally supported
everywhere over the earth; and, moreover, with it depth of compensation of 30 kilo. This is certainly
not the case. To cite just one example where the assumptions bail, no account is taken of thermal
isostacy at the ocean ridges (i°Iaxby and Turcotte, 1978), where the effective depth of compensation
is greater than 30 kill. hence the density distribution still gives a high density for the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge south of Iceland, for example, alter the crust is removed, when it should be low density.
Hence better models of the crust are needed in order to use ITI to infer the density distribution
below it,
Another question which arises is why tlae information theory density distribution disagrees
with the results of Laanbeck (1976), Kaula (1977), and Lowrey (1978) which are also based solely
oil
	
relationship of density to gravity (anti not on seismic travel times), and which give large
density anomalies in the lower mantle. The answer appears to be that these studies examine only
it limited number of models which mimic the external gravity field, while the information theory
density distribution is at weighted average over aril possible density models and reproduces the
external gravity field exactly,
The reason why the information theory density distribution disagrees with the seismic evidence
of Julian and Sengtipta (1973), D •riewonski et al. (1977) and others, which also give large anomalies
in the lower mantle, seems clear enough; the seismic data have not been included in the information
theory approach. Their inclusion presumably would show large anomalies in the lower mantle.
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The dominant impression front 	 foregoing remarks on the problem addressed here is one of
simplicity. More data must be introduced to obtain results which are closer to the actual state of
affairs inside the earth. Taking the earth to ►_1e made tip of indistinguishable particles following
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is an obviously simplifying, if fundamental assumption which must
also be dealt with in order to obtain more realistic results.
Introducing seismic travel times into the approach appears to be an obvious next step to take
in examining the density anomalies. However, including the seismic travel time data into ITI
appears to be difficult. It is not obvious how to put such information into an approach which sums
over all possibl% models, Numerical models are out of the question: dividing up the earth into 10
volume elements each of which anay be occupied by up to 10 particles gives 10 10 models to
consider -s- far too many already for a computer. Thus the problem must be done analytically. But
even such a seemingly simple task as using free oscillation periods to obtain a spherically symmetric
earth model has analytical difficulties; the data do not have the simple form (2), and the elastic
parameters vary as well as the density, These difficulties make the evaluation of the partition func-
tion Z troublesome (Graber, 1977). The variance (see Appendix A) and choosing m/dv in (13) also
post difficulties in applying ITI,
On the positive side is the heart of the method ITI (M p,M) minimizes subjectivity, To illus-
trate, there is no need in ITI to decide which lower degree harmonics to ignore in examining density
k%
anomalies in the lithosplaere (e.g., Marsh et al,, 1981), which is a highly subjective procedure. ITI
weights all the harmonics automatically. And since ITI gives the one "best" (i.e., least subjective)
model, it may well have use in choosing a Standard Garth Model, although the mathematical
obstacles mentioned earlier would have to be overcome.
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Plate 1, lateral density variation Op ►
 at 3 kill depth (no crust removed). Note that no zero line is
shown, which would make, the map too busy.
Plate 2. Lateral density variation Ap ► at 30 kill depth for 30 kill of uncompensated crust removed,
Note that no zero line is shown, which would make the map too busy.
Figure 1. Lateral density variation Op t in the equatorial plane of the earth for the case of no crust
s
removed. Sea level is displaced from the earth's surface for clarity, and the rock-equivalent
topography is greatly exaggerated, Anomalies in the core are not shown,
Figure 2. Lateral density variation Op ► in the equatorial plane of the earib for the case of 30 kilt
of compensated crust removed. Sea level is displaced frorn the earth's surface for clarity, and the
rock-equivalent topography is greatly exaggerated. Anomalies in the core are not shown.
Figure 3. Lateral density variation Ap t in the equatorial plane of the earth for the case of 30 kill
of uncompensateO. crust removed, Sea level is displaced from the earth's surface for clarity, and the








The Coefficients S R for No Crust Removed (Ru =1) and
30 km of Crust Removed (Ru = 6341/637 1).
Degree R SQ








































Finding the variance Q„2 = (I	 — (n.)z from (8) closely follows the standard statistical











for particles following Bose-Einstein statistics (Reif, 1965, p. 346; Morse, 1969, p, 333). Because
it is assumed that (nj ) « 1, all that can be said about up is that op r p(r ), since 110 commitment
to the value of (ni ) has been made. Hence the data do not greatly constrain the density distribution.
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APPENDIX 8
The computer program used to generate the plaits and figures is listed here. Plates 1 and 2 uRe
subroutine VANDEII. Figurer 1, 2, and 3 use subroutine SLICE.






THIS PACGRAM COMPUTES TtE INFORMATION THEORY DENSITY OISTRIBUTICN MAI
	 2
EASED ON THE GRAVITY F11LC. IT ASSUMES MAXWELL-ROLTZMANN STATISTICS	 MAI	 3




IS KNCW%.	 MAI	 S
THE PROGRAM USES SPHERICAL HARMONICS. THE LATERAL DENSITY
	 MAI	 6
VARIATION 15 A55LPEC TO BE A SMALL PERTURBATION ON TOP OF f ►E	 MAI	 7
SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC OINSI ►Y DISTRIBUTION.	 MAI	 e
	
THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE DENSITY VARIATICN *
 RELATIVE DENSITYv CA MAI	 9




WAYS ACCCROING TO A CHOIEN ;UBROUTINE. THE DISPLAY 15 IN ONE OF TWO
	 MAI
	 11




THE CENSITY IS CEFINEC AS THE SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC PART
	 MAI	 13
(RHC SUE—LERO) PLUS TFE DENSITY VARIATION (DELTA RHO). THE RELATIVE
	 MAI
	 14
CENSITY IS CEFINED AS DELTA RHO DIVICED BY RHO SUB-ZERO.	 MAI	 l5
CRUSTAL MODELS (SUCH AS AN ISOSTATICALLY COMPENSATED CRLST OR
	 MAI	 16
AN ISDSTATICALLY UNCOMPENSATED CRUST) MAY BE SUBTRACTED OFF IF
	 MAI	 17
	
CESIRED AND THE INFORMATION THEORY ALGORITHM APPLIED TO THE REMAINING MAI
	 is
GRAVITY SIGNAL.	 MAI	 19
ALSCo THE DEGREES USEC EY THE SPHERICAL HARMONIC FIELDS CAN BE
	 PAI	 20












PI • 3.1415926525197900 MAI	 25
PIOIV2 • PI/2.000 MAI	 26
P12 a 2.000*P1 MAI
	
27










LPIh • MINIMUM CECREE OF GRAVITY/TOPOGRAPHY/CRUSTAL FIELD MAI
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10 BE USED IN PROGRAM MAI
	 33
LMAX • MAXIMUM CECREE OF GRAVITY/TOPOGRAPHY/CRUSTAL FIELD MAI
	 34
TO BE USED IN PROGRAM MAI	 35
SUBNPE n NAME OF SUFRCUTINE CALLED MAI	 36
COMENT
- GENERAL CO ►MEN/S ABOUT PARTICULAR RUN ISUCH AS THE NAME MAI
	 37
OF THE REGION EEING EXAMINED. ETC) MAI	 3e
NPRINT - 1 If GRAVITY/TCPOGRAPHY/CRUSTAL FIELD COEFFICIENTS ARE MAI	 39
TO BE LISTEOe	 •0 IF NOT MAI	 40
EARTH DATA MAI
	 41
RMOAVG • AVERAGE DENSITV OF THE EARTH IN GRAMS/CMO *3 MAI
	 42
RADAVG a AVERAGE RACIUS OF EARTH IN KILOMETERS MAI
	 43
RCORKM • RADIUS OF CUTER CORE IN KILOMETERS MAI44
MOORE - RCORKM/AADAVG Pat	 45
RLOWKM n LOWER RACIAL LIMIT ALLOWED FOR DENSITY ANCMALIES.
	 IN MAI	 46
KILOMETERS MAI	 47
RLOWER • RLOWKM/RADAVG MAI
	 4e
RUPKM










GRAY + DESCRIPTION OF GRAVITY FIELD MAI	 53
CRUST MAI	 54
CCRUST • DESCRIPTION CF CRUSTAL MODEL MAI
	 55
NCRUST • l	 IF CRUSTAL MODEL FIELC IS SUBTRACTED FROM GRAVITY FOR  46
FIELD S -D	 IF NCT MAI
	 ST
TOPOGRAPHY MAI	 58
TTOPC - OESCRIPTIOA OF TOPOGRAPHY MAI
	 59
TCPC n ARRAY IN WHICH TOPOGRAPHY COEFFICIENTS ARE STORED MAI
	 60
LATERAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION PAT
	 61





THEY WERE WOWED) MAR 6)
ONCCE	 - INFORMATI-IHEORETIC COEFFICIENTS OASEO ON THE MAT 64
SMHEAICALLV SYPMETAIC OENSITV DISTRIBUTION MAI 65
CLM	 - INFORMATION-IHEOPETIC RELATIVE OENSITY/DENSITY/DENSITY MAI 66
VARIATIOA IPFEPICAL HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS MAI 67
NCEN	 n 0	 IF RELATIVE CENSITY DISTRIBUTION 15 PLCITEDt 	 at	 If MAI 60
ACTUAL DENSITY	 IS PL4101)v
	 -2	 If DENSITY VARIATION	 IS MAI 69
PLOTTED PAR 70
AEFCEN • REFER ENCE LENSITYt USED ONLY IF NDEN-1 MAI TI
PICTURE DATA MAI 72
NPHCTC - 0 IF PRINT-OLt PICTURE 	 IS DESIRED. 
at if OICOMED MAI 73
PHOTOGRAPH IS CESIREO MAI 74
MAXSVM - NUMBER Of ALPHANLMERIC SYMBOL$ LSED FOR PRINT-CLI MAI 75
PICTURE CA DICCMED ►ROTC MAI 16
ALPHA	 • ARRAY IN W ► RCH ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS USED FDA PRINT--OUT MAR 71
PICTURES APE STORED;
	
IN ORDER FROM LOW TO HIGH MAI 76
RELATIVE DEN511Y/DEN51TYiDEN•SITY VARIATION MAI 19
OEt$
	
- ARRAY IN W/ICH DICOMED COLOR CODING NUMBERS ARE MAI 00
STOREDt US(O FCR OtCOMEC PHOTO# IN ORDER FROM LOW MAI at
TO HIGH RELATIVE DENSITY1OfNSItV/DENSITY VARIATION MAI 82
SCAtE	 - RELATIVE D(NSITY/DENSITY/OENSITY VARIATION INTERVAL PAR 43
OETFEf,N ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS (OR COLORS) MAI 84
IUNITSt NONE If LADEN-Op GRAMS/06 0 ) IF NDEN n SOP 21 MAI B5
SOOPCUTINES CALLECt MAR 86
1. CUTS	 Ilf	 SUBN ►E .ED-	 CUTS PAT III
2.	 PIECE
	
(IF SUEN ► E .(G.	 PIE) MAT 00
3. POLES	 (IF SUENPE	 W. POL) MAI 89
4.	 SECTNS	 RIF SUPN ►E -EQ.	 SEC ► MAI 90
5.	 SLICE	 (IF SUEN ►E .ED. SLII MAI 41
6.	 VANCER (IF SUBN ►E	 .ES.	 VANI MAI 92
NCTES MAI 9)
1. ALL SPHERICAL HERMOW. FIELDS IGRAVITYt	 TOPOGRAPHIC; CRUSTAL ► PAR 94
USE KAULA t S 4 6P1 NOPMALICATICN. MAI 95
2. THE TOPOGRAPHIC FIELD IS NORMALIZED TO THE RADIUS Of THE MAI 96
EARTH	 T)N KTLCMETER,)- MA1 97
3.	 The FOLLOWING CLNCITIONS MUST DE SATISFIED; MAI 90
LOIN .GE. LLOW Pit 99
LOAM	 I.E.. 	 LUP MAI t00
4.	 SHE DENSITY VARIATICN OR RELATIVE DENSITY IS MORE CCNVENIENT MAI lot
TO CISPLAV THAN ThE ACTUAL DENSITY. MAI 102
5.	 IF WF. HAVE ALPH0IJNL!+1 WHERE JNUM .GT. MAKSVM9 THEN THE MAI 103
PROGRAM SETS JN(M-MAKSYM. ALSO, 	 IF JNUM	 I.T.- 	 It THEN ME SET MAI 104
JNUM-I.
	
LIKEWISE FOR BETAIJNLMI. MAI IDS
IN CTHER WORDS;	 If	 THE RELATIVE DENSITY/DENSITY/DENSITY 14AI 106
VARIATION GCES CFF ;GALE AT EITHER END. 	 THEN THE LIMIT AT MAI LOT
THAT END IS USES. MAI LO!
6. PROGRAM NORMALIZES ALL RADIAL DISTANCES BY DIVIDING RADIAL MAI 109
CISTANCE ITN RILOMEIERS) BY AADAVG. "At 110
It
SAMPLE INPUT DATA	 (COLUMN I Of INPUT STARTS IN COLUMN 3 HERE)
	
MAI 111
LLOW LLP (FORMATt 4151 MAI Ill
)6 36 MAI 113
LMIN LOAD IFORMATs 4151 MAI 114
36 36 MAI LIS
NCRUST APRINT (FORMATS 4151 MAI 116
1 1 MAR 117
RAOAVG RCORKM RHCA^G IFORMATt BF10.5) MAI 110
0371.0 3465.7 5.517 MAI 119
ICOPPNIIJ)t 4-I9141 IFORMAT; L3A6fA21 MAI 120
CENSITY CCEFFIC TEN IS COEILI	 (RANGE; 670 TO 30 KM DEPTH) MAI 121
RLOWKM PUPKM (FORMATt BF10.51 MAI 122
5701.0 041.:0 MAI 123
K COEIK) (FORMATS 15 t F20.0 MAI 124
1 3.4505062 MAI 125
2 6.41CO380 MAI 126
"At l27
35T23.66557 MAI 120
36 771.99419 MAI 129






C GEN1019 USINO NAKipCOLU11975) HYDROSIATIC FOR L •294I 0,0 MAI III
C
C	 L M	 C	 S	 (FOKPA1t 6K921292D15.11 MAI 1)t
C	 l 0 0.0	 0.0 MAI 13)
C	 I	 1 0.0	 0.0 MAI 114
C	 ,.. PAS 1315
C	 3635 0.759901570• (/-0.T)191024U-08 MAI 1)6
C	 3636 0.249)6/11C- 0 .0.116649470-09 MAI 131
C
C	 ITIOPOIJI9	 J n 19141	 IFORMA ► ) 10602) MAI 138
C ROCK-EQUIVALENT JOPCGRAiHY - NORMALILEO TO RADIUS OF THE EARTH MAI I)9
G	 L M	 C	 $	 IFORMATI 61I921292DIS.61 MAI 140
C RECCEF 1 O C.7317201/C-(4 0.0 "At 141,
C PECOEF I 1 C.63249042C-0 0,4226059)C-04 MAI 142
C MAI 14)
C PECCEF3635 0.11S26HS0-C5-0,TT61S9110•p6 MAI l44




J n 19141	 IFORPATI 13A69A2) MAI 146
C CRAVIIY COEFFICIENTS-UNCOPPENSAIEO CAUST 9 FROP KAULALLEE9SCRIPPS9NAVY MAI 147
C
C	 L	 M	 C	 S	 (FORMAT. 2149IP2C/S.61 MAI 141
C	 l	 C	 ).4)52110-0	 0.0 MAI 149
C	 t	 I	 2.967015C-C4	 2.072495O-C4 PAS ISO
C	 ... MAI 151
C	 36	 35	 1.52166/0-C7	 -2.2664010-C7 PA I 152
C	 36	 36	 5.4404990-CI	 -1.1692660-C7 MA1 153
C
C NPHOTC PAKSYP SCALE	 IFORMATt 215rFIO.51 MAI 154
C	 0	 20	 0.001 MAI 150
C
C	 IALFHAIJI 9 	 4. 19211	 (FORMAT. 21AII MAI 156
C JIHOFEOCBAl23456789 ♦ MAI 157
C
C	 4/ETA(J)9	 J n 19111	 (FORMAT. 11131 MAI l51
C	 7	 8	 9	 10 31	 20	 19	 If	 17 22	 1 MAI 159
C
C	 NCEN	 REFCEN	 IFOKMAT$ 159F20.0 MAI 160
C	 0	 0.0 MAI 161
C MAI 162
C	 (FOR THE REST Of THE SAMPLE INPUTS WHICH RELATES TO THE MAI 163




IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-N9O-L) MAI 165
INTEGEM 2 RETAIII) PAT 166
DIMENSICN ALPHAl2319LCWF)120592) MAI 16'1
DIMENSICN COPENT
	 II A I MAI 168
DIMENSICN CL0(36 9 3T92).CO!(36) MAI 169
DIMENSICN TOP01360192) MAI 170










DATAFOL9PIE/6HPOLEI 90PIECE / MAI 1/t
DATA 5LI9SEC9VAN/6HSLIC( 9 6HSECTNS96HVANOER/ MAI 182
DATA CU/16HCUIS	 / MAI 183
DATA ILANK90OLLAR/11 PEW MAI 184
C
C
	 SUPPRESS UNOERFLOW WOK YESSAOES CN SUBROUTINE LGENOR MAI 115
CALL ERASE1120892S69-1.11 MAI 166
C
C	 INITIALIZE BASIC CONSTANT; MAI 187
PI•).14159265)58979CO MAI 188
F-PI/180.000 MAI 189
MI2. 2.00OS P1 PAI 190
PICIVZ-PI12.000 MAI 191
ALPHAl221 nDOLLAR MAI 192
ALPHA4231 n BLANK PA  193
C
C	 READ IN BASIC DATA MAI 194
REAC 159111 LL069LUF MAI 195
17	 FCRMAT 14151 MAI 196
REAC 159171 LMIN9LMAK MAI 191
REAC	 159171 NCRUST9PPAIKT MAI 198
C
REAC 15.104) RADAVG9RCOPKN9AHOAVC MAI 199
RCORE•RCORRM/RACAVG MAI 200
C
C	 SET DATA ARRAYS INITIOLLY EQUAL TO LEND MAI 201
35
9_
PPAK • LMAK •	 1 MAT 202
CC 21 L+I+LMAK PAI 201
CCEILI*C.QUO MAT 904




k3 CLPI1oM+21r0.000 MAI 209
C
C REAC IN CCEILI CATA MAI 210
REAC ISOM
	
ICOPMNTtJi. J •1014) 04I 211
Z5 FCRPAt WA6+A2) PAT 212
Y
REAC I5+104) RLCWKM.RLPPM MAI 213





CC 24 L-LMIN.LPAK PAT 216
REAC15+21)	 K.COEIRI MAI 219
21 FCMPAT	 I15.F20.91 MAI 220
ICCUNT w ICOUNI * l PAT 221
24 CCNIINUC MAI 222
4






	 (6.14) PAT 220
WRITE	 t6912) MAT 226





J•1. ► 4) PAt 220
a3 FCRPAI 1201S.13A602.1M PAT 229
WRITE 16041 MAT 230




(5.1.00. 31	 L.F.L.: MAI 233
1 fCRPA]	 16K.21202015.01 MAI 234
IF	 (NPRINt	 .EQ.	 01	 CO	 IC 311 PAT 235
C WR11E C94VITY FIELD C I S AND S'S MAI 236
WRITE (605) t.M.C.; PAT 237
35 fCRPAT PAT 230
331 JCrKNTaJCCL•Y.T !	 I MAI 239
If
	 IL	 .GT.	 LPAK)	 CO	 TC	 13 PAI 240
If	 It .Lt.	 LPIN) CO TC
	 13 MAI 241
C CCMPUTE DENSITY CISIKIOLTIQN COEFFICIENTS MAI 242
CCEFF*0OAVG $ (CCEIL)I MAt 243
MI .
 P	 .	 l MAI 244
CLMIL+041011.C OCCEFF MAI 245
CLO(L.Ml92I*S$COEFF MAI 246
IF IL .EQ. LUP	 .ASO. P	 .EQ. LUP) GO TO 3 MAI 247
13 CCNTtNUE PAT 240
GC IC 2 MAI 249
3 CCNIINUE MAI 250
WRITE	 16y120) JCGUt/l MAI 251
120 FCRPAT 11.1OW NUPUR Of GRAVITY FIELD RECORDS READr'.1M.1101 PAT 252
C
C REAC IN TCPOGRAPHIC C O S AND 5 0 5 MAI 253
C
REAC









WRITE	 t6.14) PA! 259
LC0LNI%0 PAT 260
322 REAC	 (5.1.ENC O 324)	 I.P.C.S MAI 261
If	 INPRINT	 .EQ. 01	 CO	 IC 332 PAT 262
C WAITE tCPCGRAPMIC C I S AND S'S MAI 26)
WRITE	 16.35) L.M.C.S MAI 264
332 LCOLNT•LCQUNT + I MAI 265
If IL .CT. LPAKI GO TC 123 MAI 266
IF IL .LT.	 LPIN1 CO IC 123 MAI 267
Ml• P +	 t PAT 260
TCPC(L.Pl.II-C MAI 269
TCPCILOPIr2l*S MAI 270
If	 IL .EO. LUP	 .AND. P	 .EO.	 i9l CQ 10 324 MAt 271
323 CCNIINUE PAI 272
GO TC 322 PAT 273
324 CCNIINUE MAI 274
WRITE 16.),251 LCOUNI "At ITS
IRS FCRPAT 10010Ke'NUMD(R Of TOPOGRAPHY RECORDS REA01 + 099110) MAI 276
C
If	 INCRUST .EQ. 0) FCCUNT • 0 MAI 277
If INCRUST .10. 01 CC TC 43 PAT 270
C










	 441914) MAI 280
WRITE 1604 ► MAI 261
WRITE (026)	 ICCALSIIJIP J-IP14) MAI 282
kCOLK10C MAI 203
WRITE	 160341 MAI 284
41 REAL 15,42 ► EN0 4431	 t#M0C#S MAI 285
42 FCRMAT	 1214911`201S.<) MAI 286
IF	 IMPRINT .E0# 01	 CO TC 333 MAI 247C WRITE CUT CRUSTAL C'S AND PS MAI 218
WRITE 16051 L,M,C01 MAI 219
733 KCOLNT-KCOUNT 9	 1 MAI 290
IF	 11,
	




	 CO TC ',2 MAI 292
CCEFF•9FOAVC*(CCEIL)1 MAI 293
MOO 01 MAI 294
C SUBTRACT CRUSTAL FI(LC FRCM DENSITY COEFFICIENTS PAT 295
C0(1,01011*CLMIL0191) - C*CCEFF MAT 296
CLM(LP41r2I•CLMILrMI t 2) 	- S O COEFF MAI 297
IF	 IL .EQ. LLP	 .AND. M	 4Q.	 LUP) GO TO 41 MAT 290
52 CCNTINUE MAI 299
GC 1C 41 MAI 300
43 CCNTINUE MA 1 301
WRITE	 (601211 KCOLNI MAT 302
0 121 FCAMAT
	 1 /,IOXP'hUM0TR OF CRUSTAL FIELD RECORDS REA01'01XV1101 MAI 303
C REAC	 IN DISPLAY DATA MAI 304
REAC 1502011 NPHOYO,MAXSYMPSCALE MAI 305
201 FCRMAT	 1215olFtO #51 MAI 304
REAC
	 t50501	 IALPHAIJ) P	J•1 P 2t) MAI 307
50 FCRMAT	 121AII MAI 304
REAC	 15,51)	 18EIAIJI,J-19t1) MAI 309
$l FCAPAIIIl171 MAI 310
REAC
	 (5,21) NUEN,AEFO(N MAI all
c
C WRITE CUT	 INPUT DATA MAI 712
C
WRITE	 16P14) MAI 313
WRITE
	 (60300) MAT 314
3CO FCAMAT	 12OX#'INFORMOTIOA THEORY CENSITV OISTRIBUTICN'9//,20XP MAI 31S
.	 'BASED ON THE GRAVITY	 FIELD COEFFICIENTS 0 #/,20X9 MAI 316
.	 #ANC KNOWN SPHERICILLY SYMMETRIC DENSITY DISTRIBUTTON 1 0 ////) MAI )II
WRITE	 16,340)	 LLOW MAI 318
340
€CRMAT ilOXP'LLOW=',ii00X#'IMTNTMUM DEGREE OF SPHERICAL HARMONIC rAl 319
.FIELCSI',/) MAI 320
WRITE	 16,7411	 LUP MAI 321341 FCRMAT	 11OX9 1 LUP - 1 ,14P30X,'IMAXIMUM DEGREE OF SPHERICAL HARMONIC MAI 322
.FIELCS!' 0 //I MAI 123
WRITE
	
16#3421	 LOIN MA 1 324
142 FCRMAT	 tIOXP'LMIN n ',14,'.OX,'(MINTMUM DEGREE USED	 IN RUN!'#/) MAI 325
WRITE 16043! L.MAX MAI 326
343 FCRMAT
	 DEGREE USED IN RUN) + P //) MAI 327
WRITE (60031 NCRLSI MAI 320
305 FCRMAT	 II09,'NCRUST+'PI.',2 .3Xv 6 t-I	 IF CRUSTAL MODEL	 IS	 SLETRACTEDT MAI 329
.-O	 IF NCTI',//) MAI 330
WRITE 160301 NPRINI MAI 331
330 FCRMAT	 IIOX, +NPRINT-',I?P29XP'(-1 if GRAVITY#
	
TOPOGRAPHIC+	 AND CRUMAI 332
.STAL COEFFICIENTS AFE PPINTEOt	 n C	 IF NOT)',//) MAI 333
WRITE 16#3041 RADAVC MAI 734
304 FCAMAT	 1109,•RACAVG- 0 # l) 0 F10.3 0 1X 0 'KM' 0 tBX 0 'IAVERAGE RACIUS OF EARPAI 335
.fH)'PI/1 MAI 336
WRITE 16#305) RCOPK ► MAI 337
305 FCAMAT	 11OX#'RCCRXM- + #IY#F10.3,IX,'KM'#l8X#'IRADIUS OF COREI',//) MAI 331
WRITE	 (6#306) RHOAVC MAI 339
306 +FCAMAT	 I1DXP'RHCAVG-',IX#F10.5,1X9'GRAM/CM O*3 1 #IOXO'(AVERAGE OENSIMAI 340
.TV CF EAATH!',//.1 MAI 341
WRITE (6,307) RLOWKt MAI 342
301 FCRMAT	 110X#'ALCWKM- P ,1X,FIO.3#IX,'K04 1 P1OX,'(LOWER BOUNC ON ANOMALPAI 343
.IESI 1 9/11 MAI 344
WRITE 16#3001 RUPKM MAI 345
308 FCRMAT IIOX9 1 RUPKM-'#2X9F10.301X.'K14 1 P1BX,'tUPPER BOUND ON ANOMALIMAI 346
.ESI 1 ,111 MAI 347
WRITE
	
16,309) NPHCTC MAI 348
309 FCRMAT	 IIOX,'NPHOTO t 'PT'.P291t#'1-1 IF PHOTO 	 IS TAKENT
	
-0 FOR PRINT-MAI 349
.OUT PICTUREI'#//I MAI 350
WRITE 16 0 3111	 SCALE MAT 351
311 FCRMAT	 1109#'SCALE=',IX,F10.5922X0'IUNITSs 	 NONE IF LADEN-O, GRAM/CMMAI 353
.$03	 IF NOEN-1 OR 21'#//) MAI 353
WRITE	 160310) MAXSY ► MAI 154
310 FORMAT	 (tOX#'MAXSVM-'916#219#'INLM8ER OF ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOLS USEOMAI 355
.1 1 9//1 MAI 356
WRITE
	 16#3121	 (ALP"/IJI, J-19211 MAI 357
312 FCRMAT	 (IOXr'ALPHAIJI:',1X 0 21A1 # 8X,'(FROM LOW TO HIGH CENSITYI',/MAI 351
./1 MAT 359
WRITE 160131	 (BETAIJ), J-1 9 111 MAI 360
313 FCRMAT	 (10X9'BETAIJIt',IX,llIT3,IXl,IOX, + IUSED FCR PHOTCI'#//1 MAI 361
WRITE 16,310 NCEN MAI 362
314 FCRMAT
	 (IOX, PNOEN-',I3#3lX#'1 . 0 FOR RELATIVE DENSITY, -1 FOR ACTUAMAI 363
.L DENSITY #	-2 FOR DENSITY VARIATIONI 0 9/11 MAI 364
37
W011E 16s) ► 7) REFCEP	 041 )63
W FCRPAT IIO g ► ► REFCEN^ ► ► IX ► FT0 ► 7sI g ► CKAM/CMr^l s ► IO g ► +IAEFERENCE O(NMAI )66
.51TY• USED WMfN NCEP-11 1 0//) PAT )67
WRllt I69061 PAT $61
124 FCRPAT	 11/slog ) MAT 349
WRITE
	 460)15)	 (GRAVIJis	 J+1 ► 14) MAI 310
315 .FORMAT II019 ►GRAVIT1 fT(L01 s 0IX ► 1346021 MAT 171
Wolff 160120) JCOUNI PAT )12
WRITE
	
1643251	 ITTCPCIJ)s J-0 14141 MAI 17)
325 FCRPAT	 1//sIOX ► ► YCPCORAFHY ► ► )Xs ► t ► ► 1Xol)A6sA2) PAT 374
WRITE 1601251 MUNI MAI $15
IF INCRUST .(O. 0) CO TC 314 PAT )76
WRITE I60 W ICCP01T1JT9 J-1s141 PAT 377
)16 FCRPAT	 1// ► IOX ► ►CMUIT ► ► E g ► ► t ► llXs1346sA21 PAI 3111
WAIVE 160211 KCDUNI MAT )79
GC lC 319 MAI 110
)ill WRITE	 16 ► )20) PAT 311
120 FCRPAT	 I// ► IOX ► ►CRUfT s ► l g ► ► l s ► lXs s NO CRUSTAL MODEL SUBTRACTED OUT ►MAI 312
) ►9 CCNTINUE MAI 314
C




14 FCRPAT	 (IHII MAI )AT
WRITE	 (6.261
	
ICOPPNIIJI ► J• 1 ► 14) MAT T11
26 FCRPAT	 110XsI1A6 ► A2s//) MAT 319
C
WRITE 10291 MAT 190
29 FCRPAI	 124Xv'L ► ► 2CXt'CO((L1 # #/J MAI 391
DC IC L •LMIN ►LMAX MAI 392
)C WRITE	 169311 L ► COEtt) MAI )9)





122 FCRPAT	 I// ► 9Xs s hUP6TR OF COEILI	 RECORDS READ1 0 ► IX ► IIO1 MAI 396
C
C
C	 REAC IN SUBROUTINE NAPE MAI 141
REAC 15s491 SUIINNE MAI 191
49 FORMAT (A6) MAT 399
C	 REAC IN SUBRDUTINE COPMENIS MAI 400
REAC
	 15 ► 25)	 (COMEhTTJ)s	 J 6 19141 MAI 401
C DECIDE WHICH SUBRCUIIPE If CALLED MAI 402
IF	 ISUDNME	 .Eo#	 SLI ► CO TO	 IOG MAI 40)
IF	 (SUBNME .EQ. SEC) GO TO 101 MAI 404
IF ISUONME
	
co,. 	 VAN) CO 1O 102 MAT 409
TF	 (SURNME .CO. PCLI CO TO 103 MAI 406
TF	 (SUBNME .EQ. PIE) GO 10 	 106 MAT 40T
IF	 (SUBNME .EQ. CUT) CO TO IQ? MAI 401
LC 1C 99 MAT 409
ICO CONTINUE PA1 410
REAC 1594001 PHILsXLMCAI9PH12 ► XLPOA2 ► TOLERO ► NRAD MAI 411
4CO FCMMAT	 15F10.5 ► T51 MAI 412
CALL SLICE	 IPHII ► yLPOAI ►PHI2sXLM0A2 ► TOLERD ► NRAOI MAI 41)
GC 1C 99 MAI 414
lot CCNTINUE MAI 415
REAC I51IT1 NSECoNA00 PAT 416
CALL SECTNS05fC ► NRAO) MAI 417
GC TC 99 MAI 411
102 CCNTINUE 104I 419
REAC 15,2021 NRAO ►RMM ►HPAP ► WMAP PAT 420
CALL VANDER	 (RKPs0MIPvWPAP ► NRAO) PAT 421
GO IC 99 MAI 422
IC) CONTINUE MAI 423
REAC 15,2021 NRAOsAAOPA$ g RKM MA) 424
202 FCRPAT	 1159)F10.5) PAT 425
NPOLEwI MAI 426
CALL POLES	 IRKMsANGPAX#NRAD.NPOLEI MAI 427
NFCLE•2 PAT 420
CALL POLES (RKMIAhGPAX.NRAO ►NPOLEI MAI 499
GC Ic 99 PAT 4)0
106 CCNTINUE MAT 4)t
REAC
	
459441 RI ► R2 ► TPETAls1HETA29XLMOA19XLMDA2 ► NSPACEsNSLRF MAT 432
44 FCRPAT	 16F10.5s2191 MAI 413
CALL PIECE 1Rl ► R2sTPE] A IsP1iCTA2sXLNDAI ► XLMOA2sN5 ►ACE ► NSLRF ) MAT 434
ITC IC 99 MAI 435
101 CCNTINUE MAI 436
REAC 15s12))PHIIy XLPOA ►►PH129XLPCA29DEPINl ► OEPTH2 MAT 43?
123 FCRPAT	 IIIFIO.5) MAI 431
REAL ISsl241NCUT ► ANCRtsM)IAONIsARCINGsTOLERO MAT 4)9
124 FCRPAT	 12150F10.51 MAI 440
CALL CUTS IPH1IvXLMLA ►► PHI 2 ► XLMOA2 ► DEPTHI ► UEPTH2 ► ARCLNGPTOLEROr MAI 441
• NCLT.NNOALsXPAGNI) MAI 442
99 CCNTIhUE MAI 44)
Slop MAI 444
ENO MAI 44%
SUBRCUtime CUTS 1 ►H ► I.XLMoA1 ► PH12 1 XLMDA2sDEPT ►II ► DEPTH2 1 0ACLNG ► CUT I








FIND 1HE MA ► IVE DENIITY9 DENSITYt OR DENSITY VAAIAIION CN EACH	 CUT	 4
HCRI1CNfAL LINE	 CUi	 S
	
CCMPUTE THE RELATIVE EENSITY# DENSItY, OR DENSITY VARIA ► ICN At POINTCUI	 6
FNJS SUEROUTINE CCNfUIEI THE RELATIVE D(NSIIVv DENSITY# OR 	 CUT	 T
CENSIIY VARIATION CN VEPTICAL RECIANGLES ICUISI WHICH ARE 	 CUT	 1
	
PERPENOICLLAR TO A GREAT CIACLE CCNNEC ►ING TWO POINTS CN THE EAAIH+S CUT	 9
SURFACE AT INTERVALS FOCALLY SPACED ALONG THE GREAT CIRCLE SEGMENT# 	 CUT	 10
HENCE WHEN LUOKING DOWN ON lilt SURFACE OF THE EARIK IT LOOKS LIKE 	 CUT	 It
THE LACINGS Of A FOC ►BA1L MIN IHE CUTS EXIENUING VERFICALLV 	 CUT	 12
CC►NVARGSII	 CUT	 1)
0	 C	 0	 0	 CUT	 15
OXXXX)XCXlXXXXDXXKNXXO
	
CU ► 	 16
0	 C	 0	 0	 CUr	 14





EACF CUT IS CISPLAYID ALONG 191114 THE TOPOGRAPHY ALCNG ThE TRACK 	 CUT	 21
CF THE CLf.	 CUT	 22
	
ALL CLTS HAVE THE SAME LENGTH AMC DEPTH. ALL POINTS ON A VERTICAL CUT 	 23




THE CL ► S ARE OISPLAIEC AS RECTANGLES, SO THAT THERE IS A CERTAIN CUT 	 29
AMOUNT CF OISTORTICN. NF ARE LOOKING AT THE CUTS IN THE FOLLOWING 	 CUT	 26
	
WAY$ START WHERE THE CRFAI CIRCLE INTERSECTS THE EQUATOR ANC GO NORTH CUT 	 21
ALONG THE GREAT CIRCLE LNIIL THE CUTS ARE REACHED.
	
CUT	 20
THE ThO POINTS CONNIC ►EL BY THE GREAT CIRCLE SEGMENT PAY PE	 CUT	 29
	
CHOSEN AT MILL. THE NLMFER CF CUTS # THEIR LENGTH# AND THEIR DEPTH MAY CUT 	 30
ALSC BE CHOSEN AT WILL. THEPE 15 ALWAYS A CUT AT EACH ENOPOINT OF 	 CUT	 31
THE GREAT CIRCLE SEGMENT.	 CUT	 32
NOTATION	 CUT	 97
VMI.1	 = LATITUDE- Of FIPST GREAT CIRCLE ENDPOINT IN DEO WSS 	CUT'	 34
XLMCAI
	
LONGITUDE CF FIRST GREAT CIRCLE ENDPOINT IN DECREES 	 CUT	 )S
PP12	 LATITUCE Of SECOND GREAT CIRCLE ENDPOINT IN DECREES 	 CUT	 76
XLMCA2 • LONGITUDE CF SECOND GREAT CIRCLE ENDPOINT IN DECREES 	 CUT	 37
DEPTNI
	 DEPTH TO LCWER CUT BCUNCARY IN KILOMETERS 	 CUT	 70





LENGTH OF CUT IN DEGREES	 CUT	 40
MENG u TOLERANCE ClMll IN DECREES. BELOW WHICH A SMALL 	 CUT	 41
	
DIFFERENCE IN LATITUCE CA LONGITUDE OF THE GREAT CIRCLE CUT 	 42
ENDPOINTS IS SET ECUAL 10 ZERO TO AVOID SINGULARITIES 	 CUT	 41
NCUT	 • NUMBER Of CUTS ALONG THE GREAT CIRCLE SEGMENT 	 CUT	 44
NHORZ	 LENGTH OF CUT IN SPACES ACROSS PAGE FOR PHCTOI	 CUT 45
XPACNI • MAGNIFICATION CF DEPTH COMPARED TO LENGTH CF CL1 lvI.O 	 CUT	 46





1. ANGLE	 CUT	 49
2. CENSTV	 CUT	 30
J. 1CPCGK	 CUT	 51
4. VCG	 CUT	 92
NCTES	 CUT	 63
1. XLMCAI .LE. XLMCA2.	 CUT	 54
2. CEPTHI CT. DEPi112.	 CUTSS




4. CE ►THI IS USUALLY CfANGEO SLIGHTLY BY THE SUBROUTINE TO MAKE CUT 	 Si
	
THE VERTICAL LENGTH OF THE CUTS AN INTEGER NUMBER Of SPACES CUT 	 9B
LONG ON THE PRINT-Ott PICTURE TOR OICOMED PHCTCGRAPhI.	 CUT	 59
S. NCUT .61. 1.
	
CUT AO





	 IFORPATI 461	 CUT	 62
CUTS	 CUT	 63
ICOPENTIJ) 9
 J n 19141	 IFORMATt ISA69A21	 LUT	 64
TCNCA TRENCH	 CUT 65








IFORMATI ,'S,7F1C.5) CUT 60
4	 ICI	 1.0	 3[.0	 0.00ol CUT 69
IPPLIC)t RCALW A
-HrO-II CUT 70
1NTLCER 42 TPAP1121)1 EETAIII ► CUT 71
C10 M ICN ALPHAl23)eLCWlI1200r2) CUT 72
OINCKSICN XMAP11211 cut 13
CIPEhSICN XLP121,PH121.PS1(2) CUT 74
010thSICN XL At1121).XLOAG1121 I,XCRIDII211,VONIDII2II CUT 75
DIPEASICN COPENT1141 CUT 76








CCPPCN/MLKT/META CUT !SDATA CO1rEKS/IH.rIH)/ cut 06
P132*3,000OP11200C0 cut 87
FINC PICOLE OF SYPOCL/CCLCR RANGE CUT MO
SYMPAX n PAxSYP CUT 09
SYPPL*SYPMAX/2.GOC 0 C.100 CUT 90
RI*I.ODC - IDEPTHI/FAMG) cut 41
R2 . 1.00C - ICEPTH2/FACAVG) CUT 92
HCRI nhHCRI - l cut 93
XMICCL*I400I12.0001	 r 1.000 cut 94
MICCLE*INHORI -	 I)/; CUT 95
STRECH*5.000M 4.0004KPA(NII CUT 96
IF	 IhPHCTO .EQ.	 11 1TPECH n I.000/XMAGNI cut 91
F AC I CN *MORZ/192 $APCLNCO STRECH O FI CUT 98
NAY-102 - KI)OFACTOP	 6	 1.000 CUT 99
AV-hPY CUT ►Oo
RI •02 - RY/FAC ►CR CUT 101
DEP10'i*PADAVO 6 1140 C - P11 CUT 102ARCi+i•AtrCLNi;inAoAYG+Kf• ► CUT 10)
PRINT	 INPUT DATA CUT 104
WRITE	 160701 CUT 105
70	 FCRPAT	 IIH11 CUY 106
WRITE
	 14r3001 CUT 107
)CO	 FCRPAT
	 I///+IOXr'SUERCUTINE CALL(D ► CUTS + ,///) cut 10M
WRITE	 16011)	 ICOPENTIJir
	
J n 10141 CUT toll
311	 FCRPAT	 IIOXr13A61A20///1 CUT Ito
WRITE	 (6r47) PHII#XLMCA) CUT III
47	 FCRPAT	 13Xr'FIRSI GREAT CIRCLE POINT 1'r5Mr'LATITUOE*'rI99FIO.S, CUT 112
.	 IXr'CECREES'rIOX+ 9 lOhGITUDE n ',IMrF10.SrIXr'DEGREES'+//1 CUt 113
WRITE
	
t6r461 PHI2.X1MCA2 CUT 114
46	 FCRPAT	 I3X,'SECCNC CHAT CIRCLE POINTI + oSX.'LATITUDE n 'rIX+FIO.S+ CUT 115
.	 IX1'CECREES'r10Kr'10hGIlUOE • 'r1X,fl0.5rIX,'DEGREES'r!/1 CUT 116
WRITE
	
16,451	 DEPTItoDEPIH2 CUT 117
45	 FCRPAT	 t5Xr'DEPTHS F91.0 SURFACE RETWEEN 4 9IX,F10.5r19001P AND + ,IXrCUT 116
.	 FIC.5,IX.'KM'r//f CUT 119
WRITE 46r401 NCUT,NIOPI,XMACNIrARCLNG,ARCKM CUT 120
40	 FCRPAT	 ISXr'NCUT•',15r1CX.'NHON2*',15rtOX,'XMACNI*'rIX,FlO.S,IOXr CUT 121
.	 'ARCLNG*',lX,F10.5rtX,'DEGREES n 	 'rFIO.59I9r r KM',// ► CUT 122
NCEC n 1 CUT 12)
RAOPAP n 26.OD0 CUT 124
WRITE 16#312) RAOPAF CUT 125
312	 FCRPAT Wto OX,'X,Y CRID COORDINATES ON VAN DER GRINTEN MAP WITH CUT 126
.RADIUS 0 .iX0FIO.SrIX.'CM'1/7) CUT 127
CALL VOG	 IPHII,XLPOA19RADMAP,NOEGrX.Y1 CUT 120
WRITE y b,3131 X,V CUT 129
31)	 FCRPAT	 IIOK.'FIPST CHAT CIRCLE POINTt'0X, 6 XGRIO* + r1X,F8.7rIX, CUT 130
.'CM'rIOX.'YCN10*',iX,FO.3,fX,'LM',/IC CUT 131
CALL VOG 4PH12#XLPO02#R#OMAPvNDEG#X9Y) CUT 132
WRITE
	 1e93141	 X.Y CUT 133
314	 FCRPAT	 (IOXr'SECONO GREAT CIRCLE POINTi 0 ,2Xr 9 XGRIO n ',1X 9 Fd.3,tX, CUT 134
.	 'CM'r10X,'YGRIC*'rIXrFE.3r1X,'CP + r//I CUT 135
CCNVEPT ANGLES FROM DIMES TO MACIANS CUT In
PI. 11-PHILOF CUT 137
P1h 12 •PH12*F CUT 138
XLMCAI-XLMOA1 4 i- CUT 139
XLMC42-XLMDA24F CUT 140
ANCLNG*ANCLNGOF CUT 141
TCLER • TC4ERD OF CUT 142
FINC $01, VAEGA, COSXPI,	 INX91, CCSOMG, S!N,'+G CUT 143
TCLPHI*CSOR1( ►HIL**2 • PH120*2) CUT 144
IS THE GREAT CIRCLE'YK EOUATOR7 CUT 149
IF	 ITCLPHI - TOLER) 799E0,R0 CUT I46






CCSCPGn 1.000 CUT lsl
SINCMG-0.000 CUT 152
►SIIII-XLMOAI CUT 153
051121 0XLMOA2 CUT 154
cc Tc III CUT 155
80 TCLL ►P•CABSiMLMDA2 - MLPOAII cur 156
C IS THE GREAT CIRCLE A MERIDIAN? CUT 157
IF iTCLLAM - TOLER) 82913/83 Cur 158




CCSCPGn CCOSIDMEGA ► CUT 163
SINCPG-CSINIOPEGAI CUT 164
PS1111 n ►HII CUT L65
PS1121 nPH12 CUT 166
GC 1C 81 CUT 161
83 CCNTINUE CUT 168
TANOPG-IIDSINIXLMCAIII $ IDTANI ►H12t1	 4DSINI9LPOA211*IDTANIPH1111)CUT 169
.1IICCC5IXLMCAl11*101Ah4FH12ll -	 IDCOSIXLPDA211*I0TANI ►HIIIII CUT 170
OPEGA nDATANITANCMGI CUT 171
TANPXI-4DTANIPHI2)1/(CSINIXLPCAA. - OMEGA)$ CUT 172
If	 (TANMXII	 52952901 CUT 173
02 OPEGA-OMEGA • Pt CUT 174
TANPMI--TANXXI CUT 115
03 CONTINUE CUT 176
XMI nCATANITANXXII CUT 177
IF ICPEGAI 5504954 CUT 176
55 OPEGA nDMEGA f P12 CUT 179
54 CCNTINUE CUT L80




PHill nM& CUT ley
XLPIII n XLMOAI CUT 166
►H121-PH12 CUT 187
W(21-ALMDA2 CUT lee
CC 60 1 p l#2 CUT 189
B-XLP4I4 - OMEGA CUT 190
IF
	 It)	 56957#01 CUT 191
56 8-9 # P12 CUT 192
57 CCNTINUE CUT 193
CCSFS n ICCOSiell•ICCCSIP N 111) CUT 194
CCS ►S-OA85tCOSPS) CUT 195
SINPS-OSQRTIIa000 - CCSFS*021 CUT 196
CALL ANGLE ICOSPS#SINPS#PSI CUT 197
IF	 It - 01)
	
58#58#S5 CUT 196
SA CCNTINUE C"IT 199
IF	 le - PIOIV21	 64944961 CUT 200
64 PS1111-PS CUT 201
GO TC 60 CUT 202
61 PS1111-Pt	 - PS CUT 203
GO TC 60 CUT 204
59 CCNTINUE CUT 205
if	 le- P132) 62#12#6: CUT 206
62 ►SI111-Pt
	 • PS CUT 201
GC TC 60 CUT 208
63 PS1111012 - PS CUT 209
60 CCNTINUE CUT 210
el CCNTINUE CUT 211
OPEGAC-CMEGA/F CUT 212
XXIC-XXI/F CUT 213
C PRINT XXI AND OMEGA IN CECREES CUT 214
C XXI - ANGLE Of GREAT CIRCLE WITH ECUATOR CUT 215
G OPEGA - LCNGtTUOE Of ASCEPOING NODE Of GREAT CIRCLE, MEASLREO CUT 216
G EASTWARD FROM GREENMICH CUT 217
WRITE 169315) CUT 218
315
	 FCRPAT	 1////tOX9 0 GREAT CIRCLE LOAGITUDE9 INCLINATION TO EQUATOR• CUT 219
.AND TCLERANCE 0,11 CUT 220
WRITE	 (6#171 OMEGAD#X11IC # TOLEAD CUT 221
77 FORMAT	 19X#'OMEGA- 1 91'1#F10.S91X9 I DEGREES I #lOX#'XXI- # 9lX#F10.5#1X9 CUT 222
.	 # DEGREES # #IOX9 11CLERC n # #1X9FLS.IO9199 1 0EGREES # 9 ///1 CUT 223
C
DPSI-PS1421
	 - PS11tl CUT 224
XNCUT nNCUT CUT 225
CLAPP-DPSI/IXNCUT - 	 1.0[01 CUT 226
CCSFSI•CCOSIPSIIIII CUT 227
SINPSI-CSINIPSTI111 CUT 228
All nCCSPSI4COSOPG - CCSNXI*SINOPGOSIN ►St CUT 229
Al2 n - SIhPSIOCOSCMG - COSMXI$SINOMWCOSPSI CUT 230
A13-SINXXI*SINOPG CUT 231
A21-CCSPSIOSINOPG ♦ CCSPXIOCOSOPGOSINPSI CUT 232
A22--STNPSI•SINOMG • CO:XXI4COSOPG*COSPSI CUT 233
A23--SINXXIKOSCMG CUT 234
41
AI MINM OSINPSI Gill a I I
A;l2+S1hMKI OMP11 cut M
A11 M 4uS ►► I cut 23 1
c
cc R4 4*111 1.1 CUT M
XM IJI*0.000 cut 2;M9
KLCKC1J1+0soc0 CUT 240
06 (CNtINU! Cut 141
G
L
to Is	 1011NCLI CUT 242X1101 -	 1 cut 14)
WAIT(
	 (41141 GUT 244
WAIT(
	 IE111I	 i cot 2411




CC Of K*1tNMC N 1 cut 290
RK*K Cut IsI
II4140 1 010IV2 t	 tfK * cut 2s2
CCSIIPtcCOSlt ►11TAP1 cut as)
SINtPN+CSINITI+&TAPI cut 2%A
KPASIKII°P OLMLMP cut 255
YP%$IKIIP*SIKLPP Cut 2%01P+tCStl l i1 cut asl
x0mo 1P i Ata oYP t A ►1'i tP cot M
Y;AII4MP t MOYP ► A11141 1 cut a59
2•A)1AMP 1 AIMP t AI141P cut :40
KSUYSt	 CS0N1'iK+l2 t Y40II cut 261
If	 IXSQYSOI	 f616106t cut 24a
41 PPIC+PIciY2If cut its
11'PIA+40.000 cut 04
If	 111	 0i101114% Cut %6s
04 I'l , It -0101V2/f cut a84
TI=tIA • PI Gut 161
0% LCNtINUt CUT 2"
0c 1C 46 cut 269
AA t1 e 111[5T19%Q cut 210
Ph)+CAIANIU) cut III
1141 A0,I01Y2 - Pill CUT ata
PPI*	 -rtitir cut M
60 CCN11NUt 4Ut a14
CALL ANCU	 IK1YiKLN1Al Cut a'T!I
KLMCAC►YLNUA/Y cut 276
If 1GLNCAPI 110404 Lot all1) XkMCAC F At,MUAO i J40.00 cut ZIO
14 MIINUC GUI 214GALL	 1 110 ':xil	 (1N1I001.001111 Cut a60
I14U((KIvt.0C0$14 t (.soC i	 aa.00C Gut a61
KLAIIKI+Pliln tot 2N2
KLUK0IKI •XLPCAt1 cut am)
CALL YUC	 iPIi10kKLMCl01NAUNAP1NUC0tK1Y) cut Roll
KCNICIKI+K cut t6s
VCNICIKI+Y cut 466
NI CCNIINtlf CUT M
Wolff	 141641 Cut zoo
00 Y11KkAt	 11>i1 t P01K1 1 e5Kt 1 lAT1TU0t i rsx1 1 1UN01TU0c i 1JIf1 1 A0Nlu i lak. cut 2114
.	 1 YQNIO i ti1111t^4+ itINC 1 ^1K1^LAtltllRC l ls?11 1 1.ONGIIUOC+1lM1^1tcNt0 1 15x4 cut 240
.	 i YCN111 0 I Cut Z91
WA M Iti44) C0 242
NV YCNMAI	 14K. 1 i0t0NftSI l 1Ak1 1 t6CGNltS1 1 14Kt i tGMl i tbM1 1 1Ct+1 i 114itt cut' M
.	 ► 1CCCNtCSN14K1 1 1Ut0N1[3l i alti i lCN1 1 4dKi 1 1CP1ht7l cut 244
0C 40 K f4 11NICULt cut M
KK•K 4 0, 1001t Cut Z46
WAIT( (4141) CUT :41
i1LCNCIKK1 1 K0N1CtKK1rY0MI0iKK1 Cut 296
it 1`CNPAT CUT 294
dK1f10.912K1RN.111a11rN./1 cut 300
40
YAIttN I41V11 NN0N2 1 ?LATINHUN11 1 XL0NCINIIUNZItKON10)NNONl11YCN101Ni10cUt 302
..N21 cut 110141 VCNPAt	 141ilt000, 10 * 	i#K1 1 10.Sr?Nrl1I.I11kK}1K.JI cut 904
L INITIALIat LTNt VALUt1 cut 105
c KMAP	 IS ICA PNINY*out PICI11Kt cot 106
c IMAP I$ PCN 0MAN PIU11T cut 301
TIC 4 KA 11121 cut 300
TMAPIKI . NtIM1 1 cut 304
4 KPAP11110LP141a1!) cot W
M01Tt	 (41701 cut 11I
MNl'lt	 (4ia04) cut 111
R04 VCNMAt	 (4NttKKt ► 4 ►!>i11 ►UC1S	 INDICA1C StA LPVVLI i 1 1) CIIT M
QC lot LP» 1t41 cot Mill
LI*42 . LP cut ITS
M-Lt cut a14
1410"1+4ifL2. 1114000.000 cut 111
9C :Ca 0*11NI40N2 CUT Ito
42
It	 ILI	 aUs	 t)1 KMAPIKI+COt Cul )1Q
If MAIM) .t0. Lit RlAPIKIOW cut 310
?0t
	 LCNIINut Lilt lit
U01tt
	 1602031 Nticliltilit4 p tKf.	 K-111111 Gut )3?
?t)	 MOAT 11)(01.1.1? ► Il) cut U)
CC 3Ct 14AI.NI°CRT CUI s?4




NRY ► +kKY	 1 CUT Ill
t
L
L	 PINC IAt 01L41111L OM M Y 4 OtNSIIVt OR OCNSIIV VARIATION (N EACH Cut 100
L	 t+CKiICKTAL LINE CLT 424
PC 1001,1NKY1 till" )s0
P 0MI, - I Cut s11
R*R3 - FLPIIVAC100 Cut lit
PC ) K 4 1WAIM1 01 Cut 4))
L	 PING Ilt K.Y.I CCORCi14Attl Of Wit POINT ON lilt ZINC cut 114
fK0 Cut s4s
IRIAP•PIOIV3 4 IfK w Gut 316
CCS11N 0 CI;OSItitt'IAPi UA lit
SIN ► IP+G51NItM€TAN) Cut ))Q
diN 0 R451NTNN +C4SLM p Cu't 114
YP0R4S1A111N4SINIMN Cut )40
PO O R ►COSl1iN Cut lit
041 1 4 KN + Al?4YN 4 A114I0 LUi JAI
Y*A314KP ► 	 A32 e YP ► All e l p Cut 44)
I wd3190 4A)?0Y p t AIM P Cut )44
4	 IS lilt POINT	 IN lilt CLRtl Cut 14S
IV 	 IR	 W11(r)
	
t0tt1.I7 Cut )46
00	 J01,0 0I Cut 147
k	 i i5 %Mt, f pR IM Cut 140
SC lC 24 Cut 144
It	 (CNIINUI Cut SO
F	 IS lilt, POINT OtLOK R	 K41 CUM )SI




GC	 It	 Its CUT 1%4
ICI
	
tCNI Wit! Cut )!5
L	 ftNC IK SPiitRICAt POIAR COOOINAt63 or-POINT cut ISO
xStirSCCSUNTIK • 4t . Y +411 Cut 4S1
It	 III	 ? 4 t2St3A tuf )3e
2'K	 I ► , CI A l i' IUIV3 Gut IS4
OC	 IC ?6 CUl 160
14	 (OKSCYSCII CUT )At
I1, V10OATANIUI cut lo
If	 it)	 44t26.tA Cut )6)
44	 lKlA•Pl	 4	 TO-CIA CUT 464
It	 CCNIiNUt cut
CALL #NCIkIK.Y.KLM01) Cut 166
L	 PING 114 MAIM OtNIIIY. UCNSIIYt OR UtNSITY VARIATION AT POINT tut 01




I,	 Nut lMt RIOM SYMOOLttOM IN KNANIKIlTNANIK) cut )741
XSaIa:f.NISCA4t) 	 4	 C.TUC Cut )7I
000 4 %YM04 0 0 Cut )73




	 001AI,10,10) Gut lit
s	 CCNl1AUt CUT '477




	 14*1tI311 Cut 's79




L	 t00 PCRPAI	 1121Ii'I Cut lll$
C	 Kt.Stl	 Ik-C LINt 0111 4Rs
OC IS K 0 1.131 till 404
r	 KMAi+IK1+ALN1+Ai2sl Cut )0S
1PAPIK1	 * "C141111 CUT 106
is	 GrNI Wit Cut 01
t	 CCNIINut cut lot
65	 CCNIIKUt till )04
111t144R Cut 340
the Cut J41
S00RC19T1NV PICCC iR1tR3.T ► ItTAlt4+ETA2tKLMUAI4KLMOAx,14S p lft4NSUR p 1 Nit t
L
4C	 4NICtt4 pit 3
t
L	 TINS SUORUUT'INt CCMful p l lilt KCLAIM OCNS11Vt OtNSITt. OK pit 4
G C[NSIIV VARIATION ON A 6ui+RtR Of SORRICAL PKIANOLM ALL 141111 lilt Pit 4
C SAMt ANCUAR Gt.00UtNAlfs CUT rosiliGNtU At p ll, WtNt DRp iFlS. PIC I
C
t	 A $011K)CAL RtCIAKGkt 11 lilt AOFA ON lilt, $1,11 1440 Of A 004tAC pit 6
C OOUNO(O tV 140 fI M tO LATlluttS AND TKO CI)  LONOCIUOIS. ptE I
C
It	 Sp ►i(RTCAL RWANGLCI AKt ALUAYS tONNUltt1 folk RADIAL OISIANM 01 p it 0
43
C AND R20 Wk IN( OtNE ps IIf ANYI SANCWICHEO IN N ETWE3N INESE TWO. P IE 9
C	 THE SPHERICAL RECIA06M AMC DISPLAIEO AS RECTANGLES WITH THE PIE 10
C EAST*YEST DIRECTION RONAIAG HORIIONTALLI ACROSS THE PAGE IPkDTD1. 50 'PIE It
C THEME is A CERTAIN ANCUAT Of 0I5TORTION1 PIE 12
C
C
C	 NCTATION PIE 12
C
C	 'At	 a RADIAL DISIANCt OF LOWEST HECTANCLE IN MILCMETEMS PIE I4
C	 02	 n RADIAL OISIA14CO OF HIGHEST RECTANGLE 114 KILOMETERS PIE IS
C	 TktTAI + COLATIIUCE OF NORTHEMN NDUHOARV OF tHE MECYANGits IN PIE 16
C	 DEGREES Pit 17
C	 TNETA2 - CULATITUCt Of IOUTHEAN IOUHOARV OF THE RECIANGIT:S IN PIE 1!
C	 DEGREES PIE 19
C	 MLMCAI n LONGITUDE Cf It[ WESTERN 01IUNDARV OF ME RECTAN6L0 IN PIE 20
C	 DECREES PIE 2I
C	 MLMCA2 - LONCITOOE CF TH EASTERN MIIUNUAAY OP IHE NICTAAGLES IN PIE 22
C	 OECMEES PIE 23
C	 NSPACt • LENGTH OF 111E AOKTHEMN AND SOUTHERN OOUMOARIES IN PIE 24
C	 HORI2ONTAL SPACES ACROSS TIIE PAGE	 IFHOTOI. pit 25
C	 NSURF	 - NUPPER OF PCCTANGLES DESIA110 PIE 26
C
C
C	 SUNRCUTiNES CALLECI PIE 27
C
C
C	 16 CENSTV pit 28
C
C
C	 WE$ PIE 29
C
C	 1.	 02	 .GT.	 At. PIE 30
C	 2.	 TNETA2	 . CT.	 IHEIAI. Olt JI
C	 y.	 RLMCA2	 .01. MLMCAI. Pit 52
C	 4. NSPACC M. 120, Pit 37
C	 5.	 NSUPF	 .GT.	 1. Pit 34
C
C
C	 SAMPLE'	 INPUT' DATA
	 ICOIUMN I OF INPUT STARTS IN CCLUNN ] HERE) Pit 25
C
C SUMNNE
	 1FOROATI A61 PIE 36
C PIECE Pit AT
C
C	 iCOPENTIJII	 J-10141	 1FORMA11	 11046,A21 PIE aN
C	 NAWAII PIE 79
C
C	 Rl	 R2	 THETAI	 THEM
	 UNCAI	 MLNDA2	 NSPACE NSUAFFIE 40
C	 IFORMATI	 61`10.5e2151 PIE 41
C 4121.0
	 6121.0	 SO.0	 80.0	 180.0	 210.0	 so ]PIE 42
C
IPPLICIT REAL$ AIA-Hr4-LI PIE 4)
INTEC(R*2	 TMAPi1211r Et/Alll) Ott 44
OIM(ASICN ALPHAI2))rLCW^11205921 Olt 45
OIMENSICN XPAP41211 PIE 46
OIPENSICN COPENT1141 pit 41
CCMPCNINLKA/M ►AP PIE 48
CCP0CN/PLKC/FIPItPIirPICIV2rSCALE@NI IHOT401AXSYM pit 49
CGPPCN/ILKO/ALPHArLCNHI PIE SO
CCMPCN/NLKC/LPINrLMAM@LiOWtLUP Pit SI
C000111LKH/RADAVGvPCCA(90LOWER90UPI IfA PIE $2
CCMPCN/ELKIACCMtNT PIE 53
CCMPCN/NLKJ/NOEN f "ETOtN PIE 54
CC"PCN/eLKT/"ETA pit 55
C
C	 PRINT	 INPUT DATA Pit 56
WRITE 1603001 PIE 57








:I11	 FCRPAT	 (IOMridA6rA2.//II Fit 60
C
C	 FIND PICOLE OF SVPMCLJCCLCM RANGE PIE 61
SVMPAXO PAMSYP PIE 62
SYPtL-SYMMAN/2.00C • C.:OO Pit 63
C
STRECk-S.000 N .00C Pit 64











00-I112 - KIIIISURFCE -	 1.0001 PIE 71
01.04CA-IMLNO112 - KLMCAII/SPACE PIE 12
DTNEII-CLMCA A5TR MI PIE 73









N114 1*AI"TA 1 1 PIE 7611 1 tIA2 b ilfttAl
	 1	 Iti e tTIC1A PIE 71
G OR +	 CISIANCO	 0011st(N SLRfACOS Pit is
C 014IA • LATIILCE CIFIEREAGE DEIWEEN NEIGHROKING POINTS Pit 14
L XLMCA	 LCNGIILCE CIft(AtNLt WbitEN NEIGPRDKING PRINTS PIE RC
L
WRITE
	 il,d)	 R 11RZ#OP PIE Rl
2 FORMAT	 1211, A PI*^eFlt , l y l!ir^kM^.ICK . ^K2 n ^elit1.1 , 11t^ i KMi^^ION,^iIR^1^ PIC Rd
.	 FIt.1+IX,^KP^,rI) PIE 81WRITE 16,11	 R+ETAIIA(ET12,OU+O IA Pit 64
i FDKhAf	 IiM^ 1 TNOrA1 k ,FICi4,1x, a CEGKEti # ,It1x,^1110TA2•^rF10.4,1M, PIE 05
.	 *CEGRtt5 1 *10X,^OIifIIA**,f10.1,1A,*OECKEES + * //1 Pit 06
WAIlt
	 16,51	 XLM(1AI,)L0D12*DLPCA Pit A?
5 FORMAT
	 (2X, ► X L MOAI*,FiC.l,lX1*4EGRttS 1 ,10X,*XLMOA2 r, ^Fi0.4*lX, PIE 00
.	 1 CICK tE5 1 ,I0X* 1 0lMLA^**Fi0.4 * lb,*Ot0REt5*,/II Pic 89
L
L NCRPALI7C DISTANCES It	 EAPTH RACI,US Plt 40
KI-PI/KADAVG PIE 91
Rd nRd/RADAVG Pit 92
DR+CRIRACAVG PIE yJ
C CCNVEPI ANGLES FKCM DtGKEIS TO RADIANS Pit 94
IhC ► Al^T1+CiAIAF p it 95
THEIAd n 11+t1A2^F Pit 96
CINE ► A*CTIIEIA^F PIE 91
KLMCAIn 11LMDAI A F Ple 90
XLMCA2 • X4MOA2 6 F PIE V9
OLMCA+OLMOA*F PIE IOC
G
WRITE	 16 9 11 Pit 101
C
L INITIALIZE LINE VALLet Pte 10d
L XPAP	 IS FCR PKINT-OLI PICIURL+ Pit 10)
O TPAP IS rcR DIOCPEC P1010 PIE 104
CC	 4 K*10121 PIE 105
T PAPIKI*6EfA11.11 PIE 106
4 XPAPtKI•ALPI-Al2J1 Pit 107
e
R*112	 +	 CK PIE 100G
DC	 IC ISURf-I,NSURf PIE 104
RMR „ PK P15 110
11410I0-EtAl - CTHEIA Pit 111
OC	 9	 11b01A-1,NT11 ► PIE 112
TPtIA-TPETA	 CtHEtl PIE 117
XLMCA • XLMOAI - CLP01 lilt il4
(IC
	
t	 K*I,NSPI PIE 115
KLPCA*XLMDA i OLMCA PIE 116
L COMPUTE TFE RELATIVE ktKSItY *	DENSITY* OR DENSITY VARIATION AT POINTPIE III
CALL CENSTY	 (R,THtT1,ALh1)A,NDEN,RLFDtN,OENI PIE Ila
C PUT THE RIGHT SYPPOL/h y hRtK IN XMAPIKI/TMAP(KI PIC 119
XS*(CEN/SCALE)
	 , C.tOt PIC 120
JNUP*SYPML • XS Plk ICI
IF	 (JNUP	 .LE.	 11	 JNLM*1 PIE 121
IF	 (JNUP	 OE. MAXSYOI Jhl10*MAXSYP 019 12)
29 XPAPiKI » AL14, 4IJNUPI PIg, 124
TPAP(KI
	 - OEIAIJNUMI Pit 190
R CCNIINUE PIE 126
C PRINT ThE LINE )Pit 1:57
MRIfO




	 (SX0121A ► ) PIE 129
C WRIT[	 11000011TMAPIKIe
	
K O I91211 PIE 110
G	 100 FCRMAT	 112112) Pit tilt




	 iRMM,AAGMAX,NRAC,NPOLEI POL 1
C
C *PCLES* PCL 2
C
C TMIS SUPROUTINE CCMFUIE: THE RELATIVE DENSITY, DENSITY. CK POL 7
C CENSIIY VARIATION ON A SURFACE OP CHOSEN RADIUS USING THE PCLAR POL 4
C CRIPOGRA" IC PROJECTICN, PCL 5
C
C IT DISPLAYS THE NCR1H POLAR REGICN If NPCLE-1 AND THE SCUtH Pot
C POLAR REGION IF NPOLE*2. Pot 7
C
C
C NOTATION POL 8
L'
C KKK	 + RADIAL OIS:ANC( OF PAP SURFACE IN KILOMETERS Pot 9
C AK00AX * ANGULAR CISTANCE FROM PCLF TG MAP PERIMETER IN OEGKEES POL 10
C NPAC	 KAOIUS OF THE PAP IN NORItONIAL SPACES ACROSS THE PAGF POL 11
C IPHC101 POL 12






























1. ANCMAX LT. 9C CECREES.
2. hRAC .LE. 6C.
	




(CCPENYIJ). J-1v14)	 (FORMATI I)A6.A2)
SURFACE CENSITY CISTRIBLtIDh
NRAD AhGMAX	 RKM	 (FORMATI 150F10.5)
34 5C.0	 07I.0
IMPLICIT REAL 6 81A-H90-11 Pot















C MRINT IhPLT DATA Pot
WRITE	 (6.16) Pot
WRITE	 (6.3001 PCL










1109.'RKP -'.IXrFIO.3.1X.'KM'.10X P '(RADIAL DISTAACE OF SURFPOL
.ACE)'.//) PCL
WRITE	 169302) NRAC Pot
302 FCRMAT
	










SANG n CS)NIANCM) Pot
C
C FINC MICOLE OF SYMECLXCLCK RANCE Pot
SVMPAX-MAXSYM Pot
SYMBL-SVMMAX12.ODC 4 C.'.DO Pot
C




IF	 (hPHCTO .CO.	 11 h0-NROSEC Pot
NY n 20NRY • 1 Pot
NRY1-NRY •	 I FOL
" -NRY1 Pot
CC +_vc 'LEFT AND RIGHT LIMITS OF MAP eY CALLIhG CIRC Pot
CALL CIRCINROSEC) Pot
C
DO IC NUOMAP n 191 Pot
C
C INITIALIZE LINE VALUES Pot
C XMAP	 IS FCR PRINT-OLT PICTURE PCL
C TMAP	 IS FCR OICOMED P ►OTC Pot
OC 4 X-19121 Pot




16 FCRPAI	 IIHII Pot


























































If	 INPOLE .EQ.	 2 ► WPITE 16011 Pot 62
)C FCRPAT IloXl ►NoRIH FOIE 4 0// M PCL 11
I1 FCRPAT 41OXI O SOUT14 fOLE 1 1/!J/II Pot 44
C
C fINC 114 RELATIVE DCNIITY. DENSITY. OR DENSITY VARIATION CN EACH Pot CIS
C HCRIICATAL LINE PCL 16
OC 2 LP-1.NY Pot 87




KMIA •LO^H1itP.l) Pot 90
KMAX nLOAHi11P.2) Pak 91
OC 3 KOOMIN.kMAX Pot 92
C FINC THE N.Y.L COCRCINAIEI Of EACH POINT ON THE LINE
Pot
93
FK n N Pot 94
M•FK - 61.000 Pot 911
STR[C0 • 9.00014.40C PDT. 96
If	 INPHCTO	 EQ.	 11	 S7AECH• 1.oUo Pot 97
Y•IFLL - AYll s sTRECH PCL 96
C fINC THE SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES OF POINT Pot 99
CALL ANCLEIN.Y.NLPOA ► Pot 100
IF	 INPOLE	 EC.	 21 KiNCA OF 12 - X1,004 VOL 101
XSOYSC nCSORITX ••2	 Y^^II VOL 102
SlN1H[• XSOYSC•SANCIPACSIC Pot 10)
IF	 ISINTHE --	 I.ODCI
	 2C2.201.201 POL 104
201 WRITE 16,2031 NRAC.NRCS(C.NV.NRY.NrYI.LPoLL.K PCL 105
20 FCRPAT	 ISX,	 Ills) Pot 106
WRIT[ 16.204) R ADSEC.PYI.fLL.FK.X.Y.XSQVSQ.SANG.SINTH[ Pot 107
2C4 FCPPAT Mo llF10.Z1 PCL 101
GC IC l0 Pot 109
202 CCNTINUE PCL IIO
CCSIPE n CSORTII.ODC
	 SI THE •• 21 Pot III




	 21 TTEIA•P1 - THETA Pot 11)
C CCMPUIE THE MELAIIVI LENSITY.
	 OENSITY. OR DENSITY VARIATICN AT POINTPOL 114
CALL CENSTV	 I4.I11ETA.XLMDA.NOEN.NEFDEN 9 0INI Plat I15
C PUT THE RIGHT SYMfOLIMUMOER IN XPAPIKIITMAP(K) PAL .Alt
XS • ICENISCALE)
	
4 C.MC PCL 117
JNUM . SVMRL t X S PCL ITS
If	 IJNUP .LE.	 11	 JN(0-1 Pot 119
IF	 IJNUP .GE. MANSYM) JNUM nMAXSYM Pot 12O
29 XPAPIKI*ALNHA(JNUM) PCL 121
TMAPIKI a RETAIJNLR.1 Pot 0?
3 CCNIINU[ PCL 123
G
C PRINT THE LINE Pot 124
WRItE
	 16014)	 (XPAPIP 11	 M n 1.)211 Pot 125
14 FCRPAT ISX012 M ) Pot 126
C WRITE
	
110910011TMAPIK ► .	 K • I.121) PCt 121
C	 100 FCPPAT	 1121121 Pot 121
C
C	 RESET THE LINE Pot 129
OC	 13 K-KMIN.KMAX Pat 130
XPAP Lk ► •ALPHAl23) Pot III
TMAPIKI	 n 1ETA(ll) Pot 132
IS CCNI111UE PCL 1))
C







SUIRCUI'INE SECTNSINIECvSRAO) SEC 1
C
C
C •SECINS• SEC 2
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CCMIUTE$ 714E RELATIVE OENSITY.
	 DENSITY, OR SEC )
C CENSITV VARIATION CN A NUMRTR OF PLANES WHICH SLICE THROUGH THE EARTH SEC 4
C PARALLEL TO TICS ECUATCR. THE INTERSECTION DF THE EARTH KITH A PLANE SEC S
C	 IS CALLEC A SZCTICN. SEC 6
C
C ONE SECTION ALWAYS CONTAINS THE EQUATOR. THE SECTICNS APE EQUALLY SEC I
C SPACED E[TWEEN THE NORTH POLE AND THE SOUTH POLE. FOR EXAMPLE. IF SEC S
C THREE SECTTCNS ARE CHCSEN. ENE CONTAINS THE EQUATORIAL PLANE AND THE SEC 9
C CTNER T►C SECTIONS ARE ;PACED ONE-HALF EARTH RADIUS NCRIH A" SOUTH SEC l0
C CF THE [CLAIOR (ASSUPINC NO CRUST	 IS STRIPPEC OFF). SEC it
C
C
C NOTATION SEC 12
C
C NSEC	 a NUPDER OF 1ECTIONS CHOSEN SEC 13











2. CIRC	 SEC	 It
3. CENSTY	 SEC	 19
NCTES	 SEC	 20
1. hSEC IS CCC.	 SEC	 21
2. ARAC +LE. 6C.	 SEC
	
22
SAMPLE INPUT CATA ICCLLMN I OF INPUT START$ IN COLLMN ,I HEREI
	 SEC	 23
C SUflRME
	 (FORMAT: A SEC 24
C MTN$ SEC 25
G
C	 lc0p EhiIJ11 J-10141	 (FORMAT:	 13A6.A21 SEC 26
C F(YE SECTIONS CFCSEh SEC 27
C
C	 NS(C	 ARAV	 IFORMATI 415) SEC 28
C	 5	 6C SEC 29
C
IMPLICIT RkAL OSIA-11.0-2) SEC 30
INTECERI2 TMAM 211i	 OCIA(Ill SEC 31
DIMENSM ALPHAl2)1.LCMY1(20S.2) SEC 32
CIMENSICN NMAPi121) SEC 33
OIMENSICN CCMENT(14) EEC 34
CCMMChIeLKA/%MAP S;X 35
CCMMCN/FLKC/F•PI.PIi.PICIV2#SCALE.NPHOTO t MA%SYM SEC ?6







C	 PRINT	 INPUT CATA SEC 43
WRITE	 (60161 SEC 44
WRITE 16,300) SEC 45
)CO	 FCRMAT	 1///.10X.'SUFRCUTINE CALLED: 	 SECINS + .I/I1 SEC 46
MATTE
	 160,11)	 ICOMEATI,111	 J-1r141 SEC 47
311	 FCRMAT	 IIOX.ITA6.A2.1//) SEC 48
WRITE
	 1403011	 NSEC SEC 49
)Cl
	 FCRMAT	 IIOX"NSEC -'vIX.i4910X.'INUMOER CF	 SECTICN$) I . / I) SEC 5C
WRITE
	




	 110X"NRAD - f .1X.I4.IOX t 'IRADIUS CF EOUATCR
	 IN HCRIIONTAL SSEC 52
.PAC(S) l .Il) SEC 53
C
C	 F,INC MICOLE OF SYMOCLICCLCR RANGE SEC 54
SYMMAX-MAXSYM SEC 55
SYM!L-STMMAX/2.COC	 I C.!00 SEC 56
C
NIEMI-(hSEC -	 1)/2	 I	 1 SEC 51
FRAC-%RAD SEC 5fl
HEPI - NII(MI SEC 59
C
C	 CO FACE SECTION SEC 60
OC IC JJ-I/NSEC SEC 61
FJJ-NNEMI - JJ SEC 62
IF	 (JJ	 ,EQ.	 NFEMI)	 CO	 VC 21 SEC 63
SCUARE-IrAA0**21-Il.000 -





GC TC 22 SEC 69
21




22	 CCNIINUE SEC 73
C	 CCMPUTE NUMBER Ol= HCRILCN1AL LINES IN MAP SEC 74
NRY-4 6NROSEC15 SEC 75
IF MPHCTO .CC.	 It ARY-ARCSEC SEC 76
NY-24NRV •	 I SEC 77
NRYI-NRY •
	 I SEC 78
RVI-NRYI SEC 79
C	 FINC LEFT ANO RIGHT LIMIT; OF MAP BY CALLING CIRC SEC 80
CALL CIPCINROSEC) SEC at
C
C	 INITIALIZE LINE VALUES SEC 82
C	 XMAP IS FCR PRINT-CUT PICIURE SEC 83
C	 TMAP IS FCA OICOMEO MIO SEC 64
OC 4 9-1.121 SEC 85
TMAPIKI	 - FETA1ll1 SEC 86
4	 XPAPJKI-ALPIIA4231 SEC 87
C






	 161161 SEC 14
It FCRPAF	 IIHI) SEC 90
NSPACE+121 • NRY SEC 9l
OC	 17 KK-I.NSPACE SEC 92
17 WRITE IWIT4 ALPHAli7) SEC 93
to FCRPAT	 0 0X31AI1 $EC 94
k
Z+FJJ*ALPPCR/MEMI SEC 95
C FIND TIE RELATIVE DENSITY. OENSIIY. 09 DENSITY VARIATION CN EACH SEC 96
L HCRIACNTAL LINE SEC 97
OC 2 LP-I.NY SEC 90
C FINC IFE X.Y.Z CCCRCINAIE! OF EACH POINT ON THE LINE SEC 99
LZ-NY -LP	 6	 1 SEC 100
FLI-LI SEC 101
STRE0-5.000/4.000 SEC 102
IF	 INPHCTU	 .EO.	 11	 !TRECH 6 1.0C0 5EC 103
Y-1FLZ - 1,M)1(STPECHARLPPER)/RAGSEC $EC lO4
KPIN*LCWHlILP311 $EC 105
KrAX-LUWHI(LP.2) SEC 106
OC 3 K-KMIN.KMAX SEC 107
FK-K SEC 100
X+ifK -41.000I^IRUtPER/RADSECI SEC 109
C FINC IRE SPHERICAL POLAR CCOROINATES OF POINT SEC I10
9-050TIX 04 2	 6 V6 $2 ♦ 	 Z'62) SEC Ill
C IS THE POINT	 IN INC C(RC7 5EC 112
IF	 IR - RCORE)
	 20327.27 SEC 113
2E JNUP*22 SEC 114
C 6 IS UYC.O FCR CCRE SEC Ili
CC TC 29 SEC 116
27 CONTINUE SEC III
C I$ THE POINT HELOW RLCWERT SEC 111
IF	 IR - KLGWER ► 	 lC1.IC2.102 SEC 119
lot O(h-0.000 SEC 120
GC	 IC IC3 SEC 121
IC2 CCNTINUE SEC 122
XSOYSC+CSURTIX0*2 • Y4*2) SEC 127
IF	 11)	 24.25.24 SEC 124
25 TI-ETA+PIDIV2 SEC 124
GC TC 26 SEC 126
24 URXSCYSc/T SEC 121
THETA • DATANILI SEC 126
IF	 TTI	 44 3 26 3 26 SEC. 129
44 TMETA•PI # ikIA SEC l30
26 CCNTINUE SEC 131
CALL	 ANGLC.(X.Y,XLPO/) SEC 132
C CCMPUTC TFC RELATIVE LEN3ITY. DENSITY. OR DENSITY VARIATICN AT POINTSEC 133
CALL CENSTY	 I 613THETPO LPDA.NO(N.REFOEN.DEN) SEC 134
IC3 CCNTINUE SEC 135
C PUT	 TFE RIGHT SYPPOL/NUMBER IN XMAPIK)/IMAPIK) SEC 136
XS-(CEN/SCALE)	 3 C.!DC SEC 137
JNUP-SYPBL	 • X5 SEC L3B
IF	 (JNUP	 .LE.	 l) JNLM-1 SEC 139
IF	 (JNUP .GE. MAXSYAI	 JNUM-PAXSVP SEC 140
29 XPAP(K)-ALPHAIJhUP) SEC 14l
TPAPIK)
	 • BETAIJNCM) SEC 142
3 CCNTINUE SEC 143
C PRINT	 THE LINE SEC l44
WRITE	 16314)	 IXPAPIPI.	 0-13121) SEC 145
14 FCRPAT	 (5X.12LA1) SEC 146
WRITE(lC.100)ITMAPIPI3	 0-13121) SEC 147
100 FCRPAT
	 112112) SEC 140
C
C RESET THC LINE SEC 149
OC	 15 K•KMIN.KMAX SEC ISO
XPAP(KI-ALPHAl23) SEC M
TPAP(K) - "EMIT) SEC 152
l5 CCNTINUE SEC 153
G
2 CCNTINUE SEC 154
XLAT•PHIsIIBO.000IPI) SEC 155
C PRINT LATITUDE OF EACh SEM ON SEC ISO,
WRITE 16001 XLAT SEC 1ST
3C FCRHAT	 (///390K. 3 LAIITUCE-'oF9.4.1X9'DEGREES I ) SEC ISO





(PF ► L. XLMDAI.PHl2 3 KLMDA2.TOLERD.NRAD1 SLI I
C
C
C *SLICE* SLI 2
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CCMFUTE! THE RELATIVE DENSITY/DENSITY/DENSITY SLI 7
C VARIATION ON A PLANE WHICF PASSES THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. SLI 4
C
C THE INTERSECTJCN CF THE PLANE WITH THE EARTH IS CALLED A SLICE. SLI s
C
C THE SLICE IS ORIENTED SC AS TO CCNTAIN THE TWO PCINTS SLI 6
C IPHII.XLPOAII AND IPH1Z0XLMCA2). THE LINE WHICH FORMS THE SLI 7
49
	INTERSECTION OF THE SLICE WITH THE ECUATOR ALMS HOKIIQhTAL0 ACROSS 	 SLI
	





PO4 11	 • LAIIIUCE OF FIRST POINT IN OEGPEES 	 SLI	 12
KIMCAI . LONGITUDE Cf FIRST POINT IN QE.GAEES	 SLI	 13
PH12	 • LAIIIUCE OF SECOND POINT IN DEGREES 	 SLI	 l4
XLMC42 + LONGITUDE CF SECOND POINT IN DEGREES	 SLI	 15








IS SET ECUPL VC 1EAO TO AVOID SINGULARITIESSLI 	 lI
NAAC	 • RADIUS OF ILICI IN 04041IONTAL SPACES ACROSS THE RAGE	 SLI	 19
	
IPHCTOI	 SLI	 AD
$09PCUTINES CALLECI	 SLI	 121
1. ANGLE	 SLI	 22
2. CIRC	 SLI	 23
3. CENSTV	 SLI	 24




1. XLMCA2 CT. XLM(AI.	 SLI	 27
2. NRAC I.E.. 	 6C.	 SLI	 20
3• $060OUTINE CUTPLTS CARDS FOR CALCDMP PROGRAM.	 SLI	 29
SAMPLE INPUT DATA	 ICOLUMN l OF INPUT STARTS IN CCLUMN 3 HERE(	 SLI	 30
C SUBNME
	
IFORMATt	 A61 SLI 31






(FORMAT$	 13A6,A21 SLI )3
C SLICE RLNS COWN THE HAWPIIAN CHAIN FROM MIDWAY 	 TO BIG ISLANC SLI 34
C
C	 PHII	 XLMDAI	 PH12	 XLMCA2	 TOLERO	 NRAL SLI 35
C	 IFORMATI	 5FIC.59151 SLI 36




IMPLICIT REALIIIA-H,Co1.1 SLI 38
INTEGER62	 TMAP11211,	 BEIA(lll SLI )9
OIMEhSICN ALDHAl231,LCWF142C5921 SLI 40
OIMENSICN XPAP(1211 SLI 41
OIMEh$ICN COPENT1141 SLI 42
CCMPCh/BLKA/XMAP SLI 43
CCMMCN/BLKC/F,PI,PIl,PIC.,V2 P SCALE P NPHOTO,MAXSVM SLI 44
CCMPCh/ILKO/ALPHA,LC0 I SLI 45
CCMPCN/BLKG/LMIN,LMPXPLLOW,LUP SLI 46
CCMMCN/ ELKH/RAOAVC,FCCRE,RLCWERPRUPPER SLI 47
CCMPCN/BLKIICDMENT SLI 46
CCMMC%/ ILKJ/hOEN.REFOEN SLI 49
COMPCN /ALKTIIETA SLI SO
C
C	 PRINT	 INPUT DATA SLI 51
WRITE	 (69161 SLI 52
WRITE 160001 5L1 53
3CO	 FCRMAT	 (1/ /,IOX.'SUERCUIINE CALLED:	 SLICE'.///) SLI 56
WRITE	 16931.1)	 (COPEFT(J1.	 J•I,I4) SLI 55




47	 FCRMAT	 13X9 1 FIRST GREAT CIRCLE PCINT	 t . ,5X,'LATITU0E•'PIX,FIO.5, SLI 58
.	 IX,'CECREES'P10X,'LONGITUDE+',1XPFIC.5,IX.'DEGREES'9//) SLI 59
WRITE	 160461	 PH12,XL0ICAi SLI 60
46	 FCRMAT	 13X,'SECCNC CREA1 CIRCLE POINT $ T 95X,'LATITUOE•'.1X.Fi0.5. SLI 61
IX,'CECREES' P10XP P LOhGITUDE •1 9I19FIO.SPIXP'DEGREES',//I SLI 62
C	 CCNVERT ANGLES FRCM DEGREES TO RACIANS SLI 63
PfII nPHIIIF SLI 64
PH12-PHI20F SLI 65
XLMCAI • XLMOAI*F SLI 66
XL0CA2*X1.MDA2*F SLI 67
TCLEP • TCLEROOF SLI 68
C	 FINC XXI P OMEGA,
	
COSXI P	 SINX1. COSCAG.	 SINCMG SLI 69
TCLPNI •CSO0TIPHII* 4 i .	 FH1200 21 SLI 70
C	 IS THE GREAT CIRCLE TIE ECUATOR? SLI 71
If	 (TCLPHI - TCLERI	 79,E000 SLI 72
19	 XXI • C.00O SLI 73
CCSXI • I.ODO SLI 74
SINXI .O.ODO SLI 75






GC	 IC At SLI 19
0; TCLLAM*OA65(XLMCA2	 XL ►DAI) SLI 60
C IS THE GREAT CIRCLE A MCR101AN1 SLI 6I
IF	 (ICLLAM - 1CLCRI	 6206)96) SLI 62
62 xxt*P(DIV2 SLI 63





GC	 IC III SLI 69
63 CONTINUE SL( 90
TANCPG*I(05INIXLMCA))1*(DIANl MH12)1	 -	 IOSINIxLM0A211 • (DIANIPHII)11SLi 9i
./(ICCCS(XL0CAIII*IDiAN(PHI2)) -	 1000SIX00A211OID1ANIPHII)I) SLI 92
y OYECAkDATAN(TANCMGI SLI 93
TAN)XloiDTANIPHI? I) /(CSINIXLMCA2 - OMEGA)) SLI 94
IF	 ITANYAII	 92052953 SLI 95
52 OPECA+OMEGA 9 PI SLI 96
TAN)XI*-TANXXI SLI 97
53 CCNIIAU( SLI 90
XXI•CATANIIANXXI) SLI 99
> IF 	 ICPECAI	 55054.'.4 SLI too
55 DMECA-DMEGA 0 PI2 SLI 101
54 CCNIIAUE SLI 102
XXIC-XxI/F SLI 103
OMECAC-MOA/F $LI 104
C PRINT xxI AND GVEGA IP CECREES SLI 105
C XXI	 * ANGLE OF CREAI	 CIRCLE MITI+ (CUATOR ski 106
C OMEGA - LCNGITLCE OF /SCE ► OINO WE OF GREAT CIRCLET PEASLRE'O SLI 107
C CASTMARC FROM GREENMIch SCI l06
WRITE	 169701)	 XXIC SLI A09
3CI FORMAT	 IIOX.'Xx1	 TO EQUSLI 110
.A1CR)'r//) SLI III
WRITE	 1693031 CMECAL SLI 112
303 FCRMAT	 (IOXO+OMEGA +'+lx9flQ«591x9'QEGREES'OIOXr + 1NDDE PEASUREO EASLI 11)
.$T
	
FMCM GREENWICH) , 0//) SLI 114
C PRINT ARAC SLI 115
WRITE	 (69.102)	 NRAC SLI t16











C CCMPLTE CALCCMP PLOTTER DATA FOR PLOTTING IOPOGRAPHY OF SLICE SLI 124
C AND GREAT CIRCLE CN VAN DER GRINIEN MAP SLI 120
C RACPAP n RADIUS OF VAN CER GRINIEN MAP	 IN	 INCHES SLI 126
RACPAP•10.107000 SLI 127
C CCNVER . INCH TC OM RATIO USEC IN IOPCGRAPHY PLOT SLI 128
CCNVER-0.100 SLI 129
RAOSEC*NRAO SL 130
RCIACI , *RAOSEC0(C.IDCI S1.1 131




2C6 FCRPAT	 1//////OI09r 1CALCOMP PLOT DATA'S//) SLI 135
WRITE 1602041 RADPAF St.l 136
20 FCRPAT	 11290RAOILS OF VAN DER GRINIEN MAP *'0F7.)9L99'INCHE'S') SLI L37
WRITE 16+2051 CCNVEF SLI 136





ZC6 FORMAT	 12X9'K'97X9'FSI'97X.'LATITUDE+94X9'LONCITUbE'92X9'TCPO HEIGSLI 142
t .HI'93X0'XGRID't7Xo'1GNICI*109#'XH'91OXv'Y11'I SLI 143
WRITE	 (602071 SLI 144
2C? FCRPAT	 (099'(DEGREE,)'.XO'(DEGREESI'93X0'IDEGREES)'.5X9'IKMI + 9 SLI 145
.	 6X9'(1NCHESI'94X.'IINChESI' 0 5x0'IINCHESI'.4X9*(1NCHESI'9/1 SLI 146
OC 2C1 9*19360 SLI 147
PSIc-K - 1 SLI 146
PSI-PSIC*F $LI 149
CCSPSI n CCOS1PS11 SLI 150
SINPSI-CSINIPSI) SLI 151
x gCCSPSI*COSOMC - CCSXIOSINOMG*SINPSI SLI 152
Y-CCSPSI*SINCMG + CCSXIA^COSOMG*SIMPSI SLI 153
2-SINX1*SINPSI SLI 154
XSQVSC-CSQRT(X**2 . Y*01) SLI 155
IF	 lxSQYSQI	 66.67 9 66 SLI 156
67 PhIC•PICIV2/F SLI 157
TPETA-0.000 SLI 156
IF	 121	 64.65065 SLI 159





OS CCNt ME SO l62
4C IC 60 SLI l63
it U*110%QVSQ $ll 164
PFI+CATANIU) SUI 165
tM AsPIDIV1 - PHI SLI 146
PPIC-PHI/F SLI 161





IF	 IMLMCAD)	 7307407 4 SLI 111
73 KLPCAC-rLMCAC 1 3lO.QCQ SLI 172
74 CCNIIhUE SLI 113
CALL IOPDGR (TNEfA0000 1H) SLI 114
Nh•h^CChVER SLI 175
CALL VCG (PHIC•KLPDAD#NODOAPFNDE¢FMGtYGI SLI 116
KP-IRINCH 0 FHF+CCSPSI SLl 177
Yh-IKINC0 + PH)$SINFSI SLI 110
20 MOAT	 IlKF14F412K•I1C.21F3KiF10.3F2JtFF1CF3! SLI 179
WRITE	 160202) KFPSIL•PHIOFKLMCAOFNFKQ F YGrKHFYH SLI 140
WRITE
	 (102031
	 KFKCFICFKF F YIi SLI let
20 FCRPAI	 U 5F4F10.31 SLI 102





C FINE PICCLE OF SYMOCL/CCLCR RANGE SLI 164
SVPPAX-PAKSVP SLI IO5
SYMPL-SVPMAK/2F00C	 • C.!UO SLI 106
C
C CCMPUIE NLMOER C4
	 HCRILCNIAL LINES IN MAP SLI 197
NROSEC • NRAD SLI 100
RACSEC-NRAD SLI If19
NRY-46NNOSEC/5 SLI 190
IF	 INPHCTO .EQ.	 If ^KV n AROSEC $LI 191
NYn26NRY •	 1 SLI 192
NKV1-NRY t	 1 SLI 193
RYI-hRY1 SLI 194
C FINC LEFT	 AND RIGHT 4110 11; OF MAP OY CALLING CIRC SLt 145
CALL CIRCINRCSECI SLI 196
C
CC	 IC NUMP AP O I91 SLI 197
C
C INITIALIZE LINE VALLE! SLI 198
C XMAP	 IS FCR PRINT-CUT PICTURE SLI 149
C TPAP 16 FCK OICCPED M IC SLI 200
CC 4 9-1,121 SLI 201
TPAPIK) - MAIM SLI 202
4 KPAPIKI-ALPHAl231 SLI 203
C




it FCRMAf	 111111 $LI 206
NSPACE-126 - NRY SLI 207
OC 17 KK-IFNSPACE SLI 200
17 WRITE
	 16FtO)	 ALPNA193) SLI 209
10 FCAPAf	 11OK F iAI) $LI 210
C
C FINC	 IFE RELATIVE AENSITY F
 OENSITYF OR DENSITY VARIATION CN EACH SLI 211
C HCRIZChTAL LINE SLI 212
CC 2 LP-I.NV SLI 213
LZ-hY -LP •	 1 SLI 214
FLL-LZ SLI 215
KMIh-LOWHIILP F I) SLI 216
KMAX-LOWHIILPr2) SLI 211
C
OC3 K-KMINrKMAK SLI 210
C FINC IHE KFY.Z COCKCIPA M OF EACH POINT ON THE LINE SLI 21.9
FK-M SLI 220
KP-IFK - 61.000I0iRtPPER1RACSEC) SLI 221
STRECH-5.000/4.000 SLI 222
IF	 INPHCTO .EQ.	 11	 STRECH•I.000 SLI 223
YP-IFLL - RYII*(STAKC SPUPPERI/RAOSEC SLI 224
X-ICCSOPGI*KP - IC06KI*SINO0G)*YP SLI 225
Y-I$INQPG)*XP •	 ICOSKI*COSOMGI OYP SLI 226
1-1SINX11 • YP SLI 227
C FINC TI-E SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES OF POINT SLI 228
A-OSCRTIKP $62 • YF*021 SLI 229
C IS THE POINT IN THE CCRE7 SLI 230
IF	 10 — RCOREI
	 20.27F27 SLI 231
29 JNUP-22 SLI 232
C A IS USED FOR CCRE SLI 233
GC IC 29 SLI 234
27 CCNIINUE SLI 235
C IS THE POINT BELOW RL(WER7 SLI 236
IF	 IR - BLOWER)	 IC1F1Q2F102 SLI 237
LEI OEN-C. p Dp SLI 230








lot CCNIINUt SLI 240




25 THETA •PICIV2 341 241
OC TC 26 SLI 244
2A U• XSCVSO/t SLI t45
THETANCAIAN(4) SLI 246
If	 tit	 4402E.26 SLI 247
44 TKIA01 • IPE ► A SLI 241
26 CCNTINUE SLI 249
CALL AN0LffX9YoXLPD#I SLI 250
C CCMPUIE I" RELATIVE CENSITYr OEN$ITVo OK DENSITY VARIATION AT POINTSLI 2111
CALL CEh$TY IR•THfTAeXI ►DA•NOENeREfDEN•OENI SLI 252
10) CCNIINUE SLI 25)
C PUT ') HE RIGHT SYMPOL/AUPBER 	 IN XMAP(K)/IMAP(X) SLI 254
XS • ICEN/SCALEI	 • C..DC SLI 255
JNUP+SYPBL 4 XS SLI 256
IF (JhUP .LE.	 1) JNtP•l SLI 251
If (JNUP .GE. PAXSVP) JNUM+MAX$VM SLI 238
29 XPAPIKI+ALPHAIJNUM) SLI 259
TPAPIKI - BETAIJNLR I SLI 260
3 CCNIINUE SLI 261
C
C PRINT IHE LINE SLI 262
WRITE	 160141	 (XPAPIPII SLI 26)
14 FCRPAT	 (590121AI) SLI 264
C WRITE	 110•t00111NAP1K1• K • 10I20 Ski 265
C 100 FCRPAT	 1121121 SLI 266
C
C RESET THE LINE SLI 267
DC 15 K•KMIN•KMAX SLI 268
XPAP(KI •ALPHA(23) SLI 269
TPAPIKI • BETA111) SLI 210
1% CCNIINUE SLI 271
CCNTINU( SLI 212C2
l0 CCNIINUE SLI 273
RETLRN SLI 274
END $LI 275
SUBRCUTINE VANDER (PKPvPMAP•MPAPeNRAO) VAN I
C
C 4VANCER• VAN 2
C
C IPIS SUBROUTINE CCPFUT€- T14 AELAIJVE DENSITY* DENSITY• CR VAN I
C CENSITY VARIATION Oh A 'URFOCE OF CHCSEN RADIUS USING THE VAN OER VAN 4
C GRINT(N PROJECtICN. VAN 5
C
G IT CIVICS$ THE PAP	 INTO IMU HEMISPHERES TO MAKE INC MAP BIG VAN 6
C ENOUGH IC OVERLAY Ch PALL LCWMAN • S TECTONIC A*tIVITY MAP. VAN 7
C
C
C NCTATIOh VAN B
C
C RKM	 s RADIAL OISTANCE OF MAP SURFACE
	
IN KILOMETERS VAN 9
C HPAP	 • TOTAL 14910T OF OVERLAY MAP IN CENTIMETERS VAN 10
C HPAP	 • TOTAL MICA CF OVERLAY MAP IN CENTIMETERS VAN 11
C NPAC	 . RADIUS of PAP	 IN HCRILCKTAL SPACES ACROSS THE PAGE VAN 12
C IPHCICI VAN 13
C
C
C SUBRCUTINE$ CALLEC; VAN t4
C
C I.	 CIRC VAN 15
C 2. CUBIC VAN 16
C 3.	 CENSTY VAN 17
C 4. CUACRC VAN to
C
C
C NOTES VAN 19
C
C 1.	 NRAC .LE.	 102. VAN 20
C 2. %MAP .LE. 37 CM. VAN 21
$APFLE INPUT CATA	 ;COLUMN 1 OF INPUT STARTS IN CCLLMN 3 HERE)	 VAN	 22
$UBNME (FORMAT; A61	 VAN 23
V/LACER VAN 24
ICCMEN101. J % 1.14) (FORMA(: 1346•A2)	 VAN 25
SURFACE PAP VAN 26
NRAD
	
RKM	 HPAP	 %MAP (FORMA(;	 150FI0.51	 VAN 27
102	 6171.0	 38.2	 53.0 VAN 20
IPPLICIt REAL•81A-HoO-11 	VAN	 29









CIPEASICN XPAP11211 VAN )2






CCPPCNIM UCCPENT VAN )9
CCPPCN!lLKJ/hCEh,RE/DEN VAN A0
CCPPCN/FLKf/OEfA VAN 41
G PRINT INPLT DATA VAN 42
WRITE
	 16016) VAN 4)
WRITE (6300) VAN 44
)ED	 FCRPAT W h IC90 SUERCUIINE CALLEDI VANDER r r!//) VAN 45
WRITE
	
14#1111	 ICO►07141e JOI014) VAN 46
)I1 FCAPAt	 I109•1)A6rA2.1!!1 VAN 47
WRITE I60011 MMM VAN 41
JCI FCRPAT	 IIOX• •AKP - • rl$tFlO.3.)Xr r KM• •IOXr'I RAPIAL DISTANCE OF SURFVAh 41
.ACE1 • r/!) VAN 50
WRITE 14002) NRAC VAN 51





C FINC PICCLE OF SYPRCLIMCTI RANGE VAN 55
SYPPAX*PAXSVP VAN 56
SYMlL+SYPMAX/2.COC	 • C.S00 VAN 57
C
C CCMPUIE NLMRER OF HCRIICN IAL LINES IN MAP VAN 54
NRCSECvNRAO VAN 59




11 McAROSEC VAN 62
NY • 24NRV • I VAN 63
NRVI-NRV •	 1 VAN 64
AVI•ARYI VAN 65
C FINC LEFT AND RIGHT LIMITI OF PAP BY CALLING CIRC VAN 66
CALL CIRCINRCSEC) VAN 67
C
EC IC NLMMAP . 1rl VAN 61
C
C OC WESTERN HEMISPHERE. THEN EASTERN HEMISPHERE VAN 69
CC IC—NHEMIS-1r2 VAN 7C
C INITIALIZE LINE VALUES VAN 71
C XPAP 1S FCA PRINT-OLT PICIUAC VAN 72
G 1PAP	 IS FCK DICOPED 0i010 VAN 73
OC 4 9-1r121 VAN 74
TFAPIK)
	 - RCTAIII) VAN 15
4 XPAPIKIoALPHAl23) VAN 76
C
WRITE 16161 VAN 77
It FCRPAT	 I1111) VAN 7Q
NV • IAVI - I.CCO)*HMlP/WPAP VAN 79
LFFIKmNRY - AV VAN s0
LPMIX nNV - IPPIh •	 I VAN III
C FINC THE RELATIVE OEN!ITY. DENSITYr OR DENSITY VARIATION CN EACH	 VAN 12
C HCRII[ATAL LINE VAN 83
CC 2 LP+LPMINrL ►MIX VAN 14
IF	 IhMEP15
	 .EC.	 2)	 CO	 TC 51 VAN 65
TERP nO.CDO VAN 86
Wh a t VAN s1
KMA9-LOWHI1LTh24 - t0 VAN 11
GC IC $2 VAN 19
51 TERP •RACSEC VAN 90
%PIN nLO%HIILP.1) - t0 • NROSEC VAN 91
KPAX-MICSEC VAN 92
52 CCNflhUE VAN 93
LE-hV -LP •	 1 VAN 94
FLE-LE VAN 95
C
OC 3 %-KMIN.MMAX VAN 96
C FINC THE XrYrZ COCRCthATEI OF EACN POINT ON THE LINE VAN 97
FK-K VAN 91
X • Fk - 1.000 - TERM VAN 99
SIRECH-5.00014.00C VAN 100
IF	 INPHCTO	 .EC.	 11	 4.TREC14-1.000 VAN 101
Y-IFLI- RVINSTRECI• VAN 102
C fINC THE SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES OF POINT VAN 103
CALL CUSICIX.V.RAC$IC.T ►ETA) VAN 104
CALL CUAORCIX.Y.RAOSEC.)LMOAI VAN l05
C CCM ►UTE THE RELATIVE (EhS11Y. DENSITY. OR DENSITY VARIATION AT POINfVAN 106
CALL CENSIV (R.THETErXLPPA.NDEN.REFOEN.DEN) VAN 10?
C PUT THE RIGHT SVMDOL0UPOER IN XPAP)K)/TMAPIKI VAN 100
AS-ICEN/SCALE)	 • C.'.00 VAN 109










IF	 IJNUP	 .LE.	 1)	 JNLP-1 VAN l ► 1
If IJNUP	 GE. MAXSYP) JAUM-PAXSVP VAN 112





C PRINT	 IPF LINE VAN 116
WRITE
	 tia#141	 IXPAPIPI P	 PA101211 VAN III
14 FCRPAT	 ISX9121AII VAN 11E
C WRITE	 110#ICC)ITMAPIKIP	 K01112l) VAN 119
C	 100 FCRPAT	 1121121 VAN 120
C
C RESET IFE LINE VAN 121
DC 15 K-KMIN#KPAX VAN 122
XPAPIKI-ALPHA(231 VAN 12)
TPAPIKI
	 -	 RETAIIII VAN 124
15 CCNIINUE VAN l2S
C
2 CCNIINUE VAN 126
C
IC CCNIIKV4 VAN 127
RETLRh VAN 120
Eh0 VAN 129
SUOPC	 INC DENSTY (F#THETA#XLMOA#NOEN#REFDEN#OEN) CEN 1
C
C
G THIS SUEROUTINE CCMFUIES THE RELATIVE OENSITY# DENSITY, CA DEN 2
C CENSITY VARIATION AT A FOINI
	
INSICE THE EARTH. DEN 3
C
C
C NCIATION DEN 4
C
C R	 - RADIAL OISIAhCE OF POINT FROM THE CENTER CF THE EARTHP DEN S
C NORMALIZED TC THE EARTH ► S RADIUS OEh 6
C THETA	 • COLATITUCE Of	 FOINT IN RADIANS DEN 7
C XLMCA	 - ANGLE CF PCINT WITH THE X-AXISP LYING IN THE K-Y PLANE# DEN
C MEASURED It, RAEIANS DEN 9
C DEN
	
- RELATIVE OENSIIY, DENSITY ► OR DENSITY VARIATION AT THE DEN 10
C POINT DEN 11
C NCEN	 e 0 FCR RELATIVE DENSITY, n 1 FOR ACTUAL OENSITY ► DEN 12
C -2 FOR DENSITY VARIATION CEN 13
C
C
C	 SUORCUTINES CALLECt 	 DEN	 14
C
C	 1. LGENDR	 DEN	 LS









CCMPCN/ELKC/F#PI # PI:PPICIV29SCALE ► NPHOTO ►MAXSYM DEN
CCMPCN/I!LKG/L0IN#L00X#LLOW ► LUP DEN
CCMPCN/ELKH/RAOAVG ► PCCAE#RLOWER:RUPPER DEN
CCMPCN/eLKF/PEAR DEN
C	 CFANGE VARIASLES FRCM TO-CIA TC PHI DEN
PhI-PIGIV2 - THETA OEM
C	 CCMPUTE LEGENGAE POLYNOPIfLS DEN
CALL LGENORIPHI # LPAYI DEN
C	 CCMPUTE RELATIVE CENSITY DEN
SUM-0.000 DEN
OC S L-LMIN#LMAX DEN
AL-POOL DEN
MAX-L •	 1 DEN
OC	 5 00 1 . 1 ► MAX DEN




IND-M1	 ► 	 1.011.01.1/2 DEN
SUM-SUM 0	 ICLMILPPI911 000 ♦ CLM(L ► M1 ► 21 0 SSI*IP8AR(INO)1 0RL DEN
5	 CCNIINUE GEN
DEN-SUM DEN
C	 SEE IF ACTUAL CENSITY IS CANTED DEN
IF	 (NCEN .EQ.	 1) CO TC7 DEN
C	 SEE IF CENSITY VARIATION	 IS WANTED DEN
IF	 (NCEN .EQ. 21 GO TC S DEN
GC TC R DEN
/	 CCNTINUE DEN
CALL CZIEWN	 IR#CEh011l DEN
DEN-CENCZ1 0 11.000 • DEN) - REFCEN DEN










SU4PCUfINE AhoLE1X^1rXLhDA4 ANC 1
G
c
G 10,15 S4,16ROOTINt CCRIUM INt ANGLE NITN 1Ht X-AXIS MO THE It t vi AN4 2
C CCUKUINAICI OF A POINT. AND 3
C
C NC1AIION ANG 4
C^
c X	 X-CCOKCIhAIE Of POINT ANG 5
C Y	 a V-CCCRGINAIE OE POINT ANG 6
c XLMCA	 ANGLE MITN X-AM ANC+ T
G
C SUPRCUI'INES CALLECI ANG a	 I





C 1. MLODA IS OCASUPCI	 IN RADIANS. ANG It	 r
G 2. 1F N*G AND VNO#	 MEN XLMDA . O. ANC 12
C
C
IPPLLCIT R@ltAP1A-lIrO-Zi ANG 13










24 XLMCAAXLNOA 4 PI ANG 20
cc 1C 3G ANG 21
25 XIMCA nPI ANG 22
GC IC 30 ANC 23
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